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A STUDY CP SCHOOL SUCCESS AND FAILURE OF HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS.
Chapter I.
INTRODUCTION.
A vital question which presents itself to the school ad-
ministrator is that of the failure or success of individuals of
his student body to pass the mark set as the school's standard of
success. The problem is one of great importance throughout the
field of education because it is closely interrelated with problems
of retardation, acceleration, and elimination of pupils, and with
questions of school organization and administration.
It is increased in importance by the growing size and com-
plexity of the school population which means for the school a mass
of pupils of widely differing mental capacities, social ranks, and
life destinies. Mental abilities, home environments, educational
and vocational aims vary, and this variation has its bearing upon
school success and failure.
The American high school opens it s doors to the great and
complex school population. It welcomes all graduates of the ele-
mentary schools. In ideal it is a democratic institution offering
equal opportunities of secondary education to all the people. The
statistics of elimination from high schools however, show that only
a small percent of entrants graduate. Van Denburg found in New
York City that practically 88% of high school ntrants had not

2graduated at the end of four years, the normal time for graduation. 1
The larger portion of high school entrants then do not receive the
benefits of secondary education which fall to the lot of 12%. In
order beter to realize our purpose of securing for all the people
the benefits of high-school education, a study of school success
and failure is of vital importance.
Again school success and failure merits study because so
many cases have occurred to confound the school's common sense
judgments of individuals of rare talents and highest success in
later life who have remained undiscovered while in the school.
Goethe, Pasteur, Emerson, Gladstone, M. Pierre Curie, David Hume,
Coleridge, Schiller, Goldsmith, Lowell, Henry Ward Beecher, Salmon
P. Chase, Thomas Edison, are instances of such persons of whom it
is said the schools of their childhood and youth found them either
pdull or unteachable.
Prom a social standpoint studies of success and failure in
school are of value, since they throw light upon facts concerning
the classes of people who constitute the school population. They
reveal facts concerning the influence of various institutions of
society, one upon the other; for instance, the influence of home
upon school; they reveal possibilities of high success for indi-
viduals who come from certain environmental conditions or who
1
J. K. Van Denburg -- Causes of, "The Elimination of Students
in Public Secondary Schools of New York City"— Teachers College
Series Columbia University, Contributions to Education No. 47, p. 124
2
Mind in the Making — Edgar James Swift.

possess certain characteristics and the limitations of individuals
of other classes; they may point out the need of changes in public-
school systems.
School success and failure is an important subject of study
in night of the new field of educational research of physical and
mental tests and from the viewpoint of psychology in general.

4Chapter II.
A. THE PROBLEM:
This thesis undertakes an intensive study of school success
and failure. It attempts an extensive and careful analysis of
fifty select cases with a view of arriving at something approxi-
mating the truth concerning each individual.
Quantitative studies give general information concerning
conditions which accompany school failures, but qualititive studies
of the same fields bring to light new factors which are perhaps
more fundamental, and which may condition to a considerable extent
the conclusions of the quantitative study.
The practical schoolman cannot always apply general con-
clusions drawn from quantitative studies to his particular problems.
Because he must act upon his decisions with regard to failures,
particular study of individual cases is necessary.
The problem peculiar to this study is one which falls with-
in the work of the practical schoolman. It involves an intimate,
personal, and complete analysis of definite cases of failures of
high school pupils, from the point of view of the school, the home,
the child, the community, with the purpose of discovering such
readjustments as might best meet the real conditions as they exist
in each particular case.
B. RELATED STUDIES:
A word of explanation is necessary before going into a
survey of studies related to the one in hand. Many of the studies
deal with failures under the head of "eliminations." Elimination

5is a term which includes some factors besides failure. Van Denburg
estimates that five-eights of all eliminations are attended with
grades which are unsatisfactory. This is perhaps a conservative
estimate; however, as it stands we are justified in thinking of
eliminations and failures as highly correlated and shall consider
them in this light wherever they occur.
In 1913 C. T. Gray of the University of Texas made a study
under the department of Education of the University of Chicago on
the "Variations in the Grades of high School Pupils," using the
grades from two Chicago public high schools and eight Indiana
schools. Mr. Gray found that high-school pupils do not vary
greatly in their grades; that is, each pupil has a rank into which
he naturally falls and from which he varies but little. (2) The
chief cause of variations of grades Mr. Gray finds in the unreli-
ability of teachers* grading. (3) There is only a small group of
pupils in the high school whose work is characterized by great
variation. (4) The variations exhibited by high school students
are due to a number of causes and not alone to instability of
pupils. (5) Home conditions, deportment, application, social ten-
dencies, etc., play very little part in variations.
Mr. Gray's confidence in the general stability of the
pupil's grades is a point in favor of those who would classify
pupils according to mental ability. The fact that a pupil ranks
at a certain level without much variation seems to indicate that
his brain power is such as to place him and hold him in that par-
ticular rank. The theory of stability of grades is opposed to
Judd's idea of the varying difficulty of high school subjects and

6the consequent varying grades. The unreliability of teachers 1
grading may in some instances bear upon the failure or success of
pupils. Mr. Gray attributes great variations to a number of con-
ditions outside of instability. Among these he mentions lack of
interest and difficulty of adjustment to new conditions, but ex-
cludes home conditions, deportment, application, and social ten-
dencies. If Mr. Gray had looked a little deeper for an explanation
of exceptional variations in particular cases he might have found
"lack of interest" to be traceable back to home conditions. The
experience of our own study has led us to conclude that lack of
interest in school work is often due to ignorance of the parents
and their prejudice against further scholastic pursuit on the part
of the child,
A study in the "Causes of the Elimination of Students in
Public Secondary Schools of New York City" was carried on by Dr.
J. K. Van Denburg in 1911. tiis conclusions based upon a study of
a thousand cases with regard to the racial stock, economic status,
social conditions, vocational intentions, educational aim, retar-
dation, ability, industry and grades of pupils are these in brief:
1. The high school population has come to include nearly a million
and a half of people. These are not all interested in academic
culture. The need for practical subjects has become popular and
urgent. Many types of ability are represented by the pupils now
enrolled in the public high school. The people are enthusiastic
about their "People's College." They send their children until
3
Judd — Psychology of High School Subjects, page 17.

7they find the school incompatible with their ability, means, or
vocational or social interests. When this point is reached elimi-
nation severs the association of their children with secondary
training. 2. In New York City public high schools twenty-three
racial stocks are represented. In proportion to their numbers in
the city, the Irish show the poorest representation in secondary
schools. Italians come next in order. Hebrews take greatest ad-
vantage of high schools in proportion to numbers. Children of
American parentage are present in large numbers. Among pupils
graduating "on time," fourteen of the twenty-three races are repre-
sented. Those making the best showing are: Austrians 23%,
Russians 16%, German 16%, English 11,6%, The Hebrew element is a
sustaining one wherever it appears. Next to the last of national-
ities entering thirty children, appears the record of those whose
fathers were born in America showing 10,5% of four hundred twenty-
eight entrants graduating "on time." The Irish graduate only one
percent. 3. Data collected concerning rent, indicate that the
majority of homes represented in public high schools of New York
City are below the level of comfortable living. 4. A study of the
social conditions represented in the high schools of New York
revealed the fact that Federal and city employes patronize the high
schools in largest numbers, and that other occupations are repre-
sented in the following order: printing trades, professional and
semi-professional, office workers and agents, artisan, contractors,
manufacturers and tradesmen. The last group sends one -half of the
children who attend, but because of their large number in the city
they rank relatively fifth in their use of the schools. The per-
centages of those graduating "on time" are as follows: trade and

8manufacture 18%; professional 16%; serai-professional, office work,
agencies, 12% each; municipal and Federal employes, 10%; artisans,
8%; transportation, 6%. The children of laborers are not repre-
sented at all, although entrants of this class equaled the profes-
sional and semi-professional classes in numbers. It is vis$ible
that a great waste in school efficiency is evidenced by the whole-
sale elimination of that class which contributes so largely to the
high school, namely the artisans. 5. Van Denburg finds forty-one
percent of boys and fifty-one percent of girls on entering high
school, undecided as to their vocation. Sixty-eight percent of
boys and sixty-one percent of girls who are undecided vocationally,
drop out by the end of two years. This is a higher percentage of
elimination than occurs among all pupils including those with a
vocational aim and those without any. The proportion of elimi-
nations at the end of the second year for all pupils is sixty per-
cent for boys and fifty-five percent for girls. 6. Van Denburg
finds this relation between elimination and educational aim or
ambition. 50% of boys who consider four years of high school
necessary stay two years. 50% of girls who consider four years of
high school necessary stay three years. 50% of boys and girls who
do not consider high school necessary are eliminated before one
year is completed. 7. With regard to retardation and elimination
the investigation revealed the fact that those who enter the high
school before fourteen years of age do better than those who are
older. Almost twice as many of these remain as of those who are
between fourteen and fifteen. About twice as many of the fourteen-
year-olds entering remain as of the fifteen-year-olds. 3. On the
basis of ability as determined by the combined ratings of five

9teachers, of which the median was taken as the pupil's rank, a
division was made into three classes, those with more than average
ability, those with average ability, and those with inferior abil-
ity. The conclusions from this study show that the pupils of more
than average ability graduate proportionately four times as many
as those of average ability or mediocre ability. Two-thirds of the
boys of more than average ability however do not graduate. About
one -twelfth of the medium and duller boys are retained to gradu-
ation. Of girls, 98% of least able girls are eliminated. 71, Z%
of the brightest girls are eliminated. 9. Industry and graduation:
The more industrious have 51f boys and 21% girls who graduate. The
"average industrious" group graduates one -tenth. The "least in-
dustrious" group graduates 7% of boys and one -third as many girls.
10. Results and Elimination: One in three of those who have
superior results will graduate on time; one in eleven of those
ranked as average in results will graduate on time; one in fourteen
of the boys and one in ninety of the girls of inferior results
graduate on time.
We turn now to another phase of the study of success and
failure in high scuools, that undertaken by Irving King in four
Iowa Cities of determine the relation of likes, dislikes, and
difficult subjects to the problem in hand. The returns show the
largest number of failures in mathamatical subjects. A strong
sex difference is shown in the choice of English and the languages
by girls and by their better success in these branches than in
mathamatics, the physical sciences, or history, which the boys
4prefer and in which they show the greater aptitude.
^Irving King -- The nigh School Age.
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A tabulation of the grades of 1042 pupils in twenty-three
successive classes of the Iowa City High School shows the greatest
number of failures to occur in algebra, geometry, and Latin.
English and history are balanced in frequency of failures. Judd
in, "Psychology of High School Subjects," shows by a table of
grades, taken from a series of high schools in the neighborhood of
Chicago, the relative difficulty of different subjects as indicated
by withdrawals and failures. Mathematics shows a high percent of
failures; Latin shows a large percent of withdrawals; English a
larger percent of failures than Latin due to the fact that English
is required of all while Latin may be dropped and another language
substituted.
Irving King in his book "The High School Age," points out
the influence of physiological age on elimination. An experiment
carried on in a New York City boys' high school divided the enter-
ing class into sections occording to physiological age. This group
was compared with another of the same ability and maturity but
classified according to elementary schools from which the boys came.
The first class had a much smaller percentage of discharges and a
much higher percentage of promotions, than the second, showing an
advantage to all from grading according to physiological age. The
superiority of girls to boys in point of school work in the later
grades and in high school, King attributes to their earlier ma-
turity, which gives them an advantage over the boys. Dr. Crampton
made a study of 4800 school boys on the basis of his investigation
concludes that age for age, the mature make more rapid school ad-
vancement than the immature. Fifty percent more of immature boys
fail in high school, than of mature according to his statement.
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A school and industrial survey of children in Seattle,
attributes elimination or school-leaving to economic pressure 40%;
and to dissatisfaction with school 28%; this in grade schools. The
survey states that high-school teachers understand less clearly
than grade teachers the real reasons for school-leaving. Home in-
vestigation revealed the cause to be discouragement and fear of
failure in many cases. Fifty percent dropped out when the first
school report was given.
An investigation carried on in Worcester, Massachusetts for
the purpose of determining the need of trade schools for girls in
that city discovered that in 1910 seven hundred employment cer-
tificates were issued to fourteen and fifteen year old girls leaving
school to go to work in 1910. Sixty percent of these girls were
fourteen years of age. More than one -half had not reached the
ninth grade. Twenty-five percent had not reached the seventh grade.
Of two hundred fourteen homes visited the majority showed that
economic pressure was not the impelling force which causes so large
an outgo of young girls from the schools. The investigators are
led to the conclusion that public schools should furnish training
for the motor-mined who are not forced to go to work as soon as
the law permits them to go.
In his "Extra class room Study of Decatur nigh School," Mr.
Engleman states that a person's chance of getting a high-school
education is in inverse ratio to the number in his family. Fifty
percent of the Decatur High-school enrollment comes from homes in
which there are but three children or fewer. This is in accord
with Van Denburg *s study which led to the conclusion that early
elimination from high school is favored by having younger brothers
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or sisters.
The following summary gives the findings of the Annual
Report of the Public Schools of New Orleans for 1914-1915 worked
out under the research direction of Dr. J. A. Hill with regard to
elimination: 1. A personal study of individual cases reveals more
than statistical studies. 2. Causes of elimination are: factors in
home industry, individual. There is retardation, maladjustment
for grade in school, lack of interest arising from numerous causes,
shifting of population, ill-health, and death. 3. Initial or
remote causes defy the efforts of the investigator. 4. Causes of
withdrawal of puplis from high school are: (a) slow progress; (b)
discouraged by absence; (c) lack of interest; (d) dissatisfied
with course; (e ) ill-health; (f) to assist at home; (g) desire to
earn; (h) financial reasons; (i) dislike of teacher; (j) dissatis-
fied with school; (k) withdrawn by parents; (1) marriage; (m) sus-
pension. 5. Fifty percent of fourteen-year-olds are eliminated
because of discouragement due to poor school reports or slow pro-
gress; twenty-one percent of fifteen-year-olds are eliminated due
to discouragement brought on by absence or slow progress; twenty-
two percent of sixteen-year-olds are eliminated due to all causes,
the emotional crisis reaching its high tide at this age; fifteen
percent of seventeen-year-olds are eliminated for financial reasons
fourteen percent of eighteen and nineteen-year-olds are eliminated
to assist at home, through dissatisfaction with courses of study,
through lack of interest in their work. 6. It is the opinion of
the investigator that nineteen percent of cases interviewed were
beyond control of the school. Elimination due to ill-health,
financial distress, and marriage are considered beyond the control
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of the school. 7. The first high-school year is the critical year
for eliminations. 8. Seven percent withdraw on account of financial
necessity. 9. The percentage of elimination is lowest in normal
and college -preparatory work, highest in commercial courses. Those
who enter for two-year courses are more prone to elimination than
those who enter for four-year courses. The group who come for
general education drop out through slow progress or discouragement
due to absence. Those who came through coercion of parents drop
out for the same reasons. Those who come to prepare for work are
eliminated on account of ill-health or disappointment in their
course. Of college -preparatory students many left on account of
discouragement due to absence. Forty-one percent of those who
came to try high school drop out. College preparatory and "work"
pupils stay in largest numbers.
A survey of public schools of Portland, Oregon finds weak-
nesses in the school system to which it attributes the responsible
for large waste of pupils. The criticisms are these: The work is
routine, clerical, passive, uninteresting, pointed toward final
examinations and preparation for catchy questions. High school
imparts courses, not education. The general education of the child
is overlooked. Courses are taught with adegree of excellence well
fitted to the normal child but no effort is made to adapt it to
the abnormal. Too little opportunity to know the pupils is given
the teachers. Uniformity of curriculums for all schools is a
barrier to progress. Pupil's courses lack unity and definiteness
of purpose. The examination system costs twenty percent of the
school yeat and its results are of little value. This advice is
given as a remedy for the existent ills: Teachers must know their
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pupils. Large numbers is no excuse ror machine methods. The
placement of every child reouires individual judgment and study.
Since factors iust be considered in determining the grouping of
pupils: (l) Maturity; (2) knowledge and ability to learn; (3)
probable time to be devoted to schooling due to ec nomic condition
of family, personal capacity, aptitude, and inclination; (4)
natural capacity and interest, ( b) command of the English language;
(6) marked defects, abnormalities and suonormaliti es, physical
and mental; (7) sex.
The foregoing statements concerning the lack of adaptation of
the school to the pupil's needs are in full agreement with Swift,
when he said: "It is more than regretaole that in schoolish zeal
for the accomplishment of set tasks the supreme value of selective
discrimination for different natures has been denied. To force
some tasks upon some children only engenders hatred for trie subject
and endangers the conservation of enthusiasm which is vital for the
symmetry of the paychic life."
Turning from the view point of the school's influence upon
success and. failure immediately to a consideration of social in-
fluences we find The Fifteenth Year book of the National Society
for the Study of Education (Partll.) sets forth the Relationship
Between w Persistence in School and Home Conditions," based upon
a study of schools of Decatur, Centralia, Champaign, Urbana,
Rochelle and Gibson City made by C. E. Holley. The author's con-
clusions are briefly these: (l) There is high correlation between
the economic, educational, and social advantages of s home and
—
Edgar James Swift — Mind in the "flaking.
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the number of years of schooling which its Children receive. (2)
High School children are largely from homes of culture and wealth.
(3) The number of books in home is closely correlated with the
schooling of the parents and is the best single objective index
of the educational advantages ope/, to the children. (4) The
responsibility of the school for elimination is insignificant
compared with outside social and hereditary factors over which
the school has little control. (5) Environmental influences more
often cause a child to stop attending school than lack of ability.
(6) Social pressure sometimes keeps children in school who cannot
profit by the work given. (7) Retardation and truancy are most
frequent in the homes of the poor and uneducated.
We turn again to a consideration of the schools relation to
school success and failure. Dr. Leonard P. Ayers suggested the
reorganization of schools and the estaolishment of Junior High
Schools which should better meet the social, physcol >gi cal and
vocational needs of adolescent young people, as a remedy for the
heavy mortality which until 1912-13 existed in the seventh, eighth
and ninth grades of Springfield, Illinois. 6
J. P. Canute (Educational Administration & Supervision Vol. I
617
-
Nov. 1915) states that failures in particular subjects are
decreased in freouency and eliminations are reduced, by the introduc-
tion of the Junior High School. H. W. Josselyn, points out the
need of better articulation between the elementary school and the
High School in order that elimination may be checked. 7
Educational Section of the Springfield Survey of Public
7 ^°h00ls - Springfield, Illinois.
The Modern High School - Johnston and other Chap. IV. p. 6 170
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An investigation of ten cities reported by Miss Douglas
in an article entitled "The Present Status of the Junior High
School" shows an increase in enrollment of 2>A% where junior high-
schools are maintained above the enrollment under the eight four
plan. Fourteen schoolh( systems show an increase in the senior-
high-school enrollment of 1&% since the introduction of the junior
high school. Twelve cities show an increase in enrollment under
the new plan of \\% of boys. Through the investigations here
cited, men in these various schools were led to the conclusion that
retardation and lack of interest as causes of elimination and
failure are decreased by the reorganization of schools and the
introduction of junior high schools.
8
The Present Status of the junior High School - Ambrey A.
Douglas - Pedagogical Seminary Vol. XXII. p. 252, June, 1915
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Summary of .delated studies
L. )
Factors influencing High Schools Success and Failure;
1. Unreliability of grades. Clarence Truman Gray.
2. Varying difficulty of high school subjects and varying ability
to cope with certain subjects. Chas. Hubbard Judd.
3. Racial Stock
4. Social Condition of Home
5. Ecoraonic Status of Home
6. Vocational intentions
V. Educational Aim
8. -etardation
9. Ability
10. Industry
Van Denburg
11. Likes, dislikes and difficult subjects - Iowa Cities
IE. Physiological age - Irving King
15. Economic pressure )
Dissatisfaction ) Seattle School Survey
Discouragement, fear of failure )
14. Motor rnindedness - 7/orcester, Mass. Trade School Survey.
15. Number in family - J. 0. Engleman - Decatur.
16. Slow progress, discouraged by absence, lack of interest,
dissatisfied with course, ill health, to assist at home,
desire to earn, financial reasons, dislike of teacher, dis
satisfied with school, withdrawn by parents, marriage,
suspension. Dr. J. SpenceHill - Annual Report of Public
Schools of New Orleans.
17. Routine .clerical, passive uninteresting work pointed to-
ward final examinations. General education of child
overlooked. Courses administrated rather than education.
Uniformity of Curriculum. Teachers do not know their pupil
Machine methods - Individual unheeded.
Portland Survey
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16. Wealth, comfort of home.
19. Number of books and magazines in home.
20. Social pressure.
21. Parent's education.
22. Heredity.
Dr. C. E. Holley - Fifteenth Year Book of Hat. Soc, for
Study of Education.
23. School organization; its influence upon success and failure
Ambrey A. Douglas
H. W. Josselyn
J. F. Canute
Dr. Leonard P. Ayers
In "Mind in the making", Swift declares the causes of
school elimination to be of two classes, namely, social and
strictly educational. This survey of related studies has found
the problem considered by different investigators from both view
points
._
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Chapter III.
Data, of this Study.
A. Obje ct of the Stud;/:
To make a personal intensive study of specific cases of
school success and failure. (School success is usually defined a
Lhe ability to maintain a certain degree of excellence in grades,
commonly grades above 70% or 75 %. School failure is defined as
the inability to reach this arbitrary standard in grades. For
purposes of this thesis school failure is indicated by grades
below 7b%. For comparative purposes in this study school success
is indicated by grades above 90%,)
B • Method of the Study
:
The city high school of Urbana, Illinois, was chosen as a
field for investigation. The study was limited to girls of the
school with the idea that the personal conferences proposed for
the investigation would be more successfully carried on by the
investigator among girls than among boys. The examination records
of the girls of the high school were consulted and those having
all grades, or the greater proportion of their grades below 7b%
were chosen as subjects of the study. Another group was taken
of those having all grades above 90%. It was thought that by
comparison of the two groups much light would be thrown upon the
problem. Fifty cases under the conditions established, evenly
divided between 75f^ and 90% and grades were available for the
study, 'l'hese points were considered of importance in determining
the causes of success or failure of each girl: a mentality; b
character or temperament; c environmental conditions influencing
the pupil; d the school's articulation with the Dupil»s needs.
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The data upon these points were secured from the following sources
a the examination records of each pupil in the Urbana high school;
b a card index of individual traits of pupils, furnished by the
high school; c mental tests covering the cases chosen; d a person-
al call at the home of each individual and a conference with each
of from thirty to sixty minutes. Juring the conference informa-
tion was gained on the points covered by the ouest i onnr ir e and the
cal endar of time distribution of the average school week shown be-
low.
C. Means of Study.
A description of each of the means employed to gain informa-
tion for this thesis follows:
Questionnaire ( questions personally asked by the investigat.
or)
1. Health.
2. Education previous to Urbana high school,
3. Home conditions of study.
4. The home actively cooperating with the school or no.
5. Striking likes or dislikes for particular subjects.
6. Striking likes or dislikes for particular teachers.
7. Father's education.
8. Father's occupation.
9. Mother's education.
10. Aim to go to school how long.
11. What vocational aim, if any.
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average School T"eek .
(Personally applied by the investigator)
Time Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat.
A. M. v
12-5
5- 5 : 30
5:30-6

6- 6:30
6: 30-7
7- 7; 30
7: 30-8
etc.
This was designed to furnish a complete picture of the life
of the girl throughout a typical school week so far as activities
are concerned. It was designed to throw light upon Questions of
this kind: habits of study, habits of sleep, habits of recreation,
habits of working, activities, interests, distracting influences.
Card Index of Individual Traits .
The card index of individual traits mentioned above was de-
H
vised by Dr. Chas. Hughe3 Jonnston and employed by the Urbana High
school faculty with the purpose of gaining a body of helpful in-
formation concerning^ach pupil, which might be used in guidance.
Each teacher filling the opinion of four teachers would thus be
secured upon each pupil.
The information gained through this means is valuable since
it represents a personal acquaintance of teacher with pupil ex-
tending in some cases over three or four years. The card index
is particularly interesting in some cases where the opinions of
two teachers concerning the same girl are directly opposed; there
is evidently a different attitude on the part of the pupil toward
different teachers or subjects. A sample card is shown below.
I« Same School
Date of Birth Nationality
Parents names
(
"
,
" "
;
Residence
Health and physical ( Height Ears
characteristics from ( Weight Eyes
physician
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1. Pro:^)t d. Careless f. Lazy
2. Character2. Responsible
3. ImDulsive e. Shiftless g. Habit forming power
3. Intellectual Capacity: a. Able b. Bright c. Average d. Dull
4. Intellectual Habits a. Studious e. Original
b. Industrious f. Matter-of-fact
and Characteristics c. Irregular g. Accurate j . Quickness
d. Lazy h. Strength *• Adaptability
5. Attention: a. flexible b. Wandering c. Persistent under
difficulty
6. Special a. General Interests c. Mechanical ( machines, etc.)Interests b. Bookish d. Laboratory Interests'
e. ArtiBtic Interests f. Hature Interests g. Indifferent
7. Social Capacities: a. companionable b. Leader c. follower
d. Love of games of physical skill e. Love of indoor games
8. Habits: a. Habits male c. Good habits at present
b. Habits broken d. Bad haoits at present
9. Vocation of Parents
j
—_
10. Planning for which high school and which curriculum in hi*?h
school. "
11. ^at vocation has pupil in mind
J
First choice
( Second choice
12. Remarks.
Mental Tests
The mental tests employed are the Analogies, Cause and Effect
Directions, and Word Euilding described in, Whipple's Manual of
Physical and Mental Tests." These tests have been administered
among others, to the entire Urbana High School, this year by Mr.
W. S. Killer of the School of Education. These particular tests
were chosen because of their correlation with "general intelli-
gence." The results\of the data collected from these tests by Mr.
Miller are employed in the cases chosen for this investigation to
throw light on the auestion of school success or failure. The
data are presented from the standpoint of the high school year.
That is, the person's efficiency in a given test gives him a cer-

tain rank in percent in the number of his class to whom the test
wa-3 given. vor purposes of this thesis the ranking is by deciles.
Those falling in the first decile rank lowest, those in the tenth
decile rank highest. The sum of the person's ranks in different
tests divided by the number of tests gives the average rank of the
person among those of his class who were tested.
Personal Visita t
i
on
Personal calls were made by the investigator at the home
of each girl and a conference of from thirty to sixty minutes was
held on Saturday mornings or on school days after four o'clock.
This time was more likely to find the girls at home end free to
spend their time than other occasions. The conversation was
carried on as tactfully as possible in order not to prejudice the
girls against the investigation and in order to secure the freest
possible answers to questions. As a rule the investigator began
with the calendar of time distribution of the average "school
week" and concluded with the questionnaire, since the latter re-
quires more personal information. In most cases the investigator
was free from previous prejudice or information concerning the
girl before holding the conference. Personal traits were noted
and a definite ooinion was drawn up at the conclusion of the con-
ference to^weighed later with other data.
D. Data ;
A clue to the presentation and tabulation of data is in
place here. Pages ? --? contain all of the data collected for all
50 cases, each case tabulated separately. The tabulation of data
for each case follows this order: School grades, results of men-
tal tests, card catalogue of individual traits, answers to the
Questionnaire, diagram of time distribution drawn up from the
Jg.-1 I F I 111 n r— i LUU-I— ill

calendar of time distribution of the average school week. "75^1
cases occur first in this presentation, 90^* cases occur last.
Following this general presentation of data, pages 82 and
83 contain a summary of the cases showing diagramatically the
conditions favorable () or unfavorable (-) to success in each
case and covering the points: health, home discipline, mentality,
social life, school progress, educational aim, vocational aim,
character, dislike of subjects, dislike of teachers, home tradi-
tion for education, parents education, hours of study. The point
mentality needs further explanation. A pupil may rank in the
I
decile 1 ,2, 3, 4, 0,6, 7, 8,^ or 10. Por purposes of this diagram, un-
favorable mentality includes deciles 1,2,3,4, ana is indicated
by (-); deciles 8, 9, and 10 are considered pavorable, and are in-
dicated by the () sign, 5, 8, and 7, lie between ( *) and (-) and are
indicated by ( )
.
The summary of cases is followed by a careful description
of individual cases as they appear to the investigator after ex-
amination of all the data and in the light of the personal con-
ferences. The (75$-) cases are described first, each one being
taken up separately. Among (90^) cases some lumping is possible
under one general description of favorable conditions, which
occur in all cases. Exceptional cases are described separately.

English 83
25
No.l
81 82
Algebra 62
do
Ancient Hist. 81 67
Physiography 78
Domestic Sci. 89
School Grades
Analogies 414.4 2nd decile of 50 sophomores
Cause and effect 400.3 1st decile of 50 sophomores
Directions 666 9th decile of 87 sophomores
Word Building 41 Rank 4th decile of sophomores
Character
Mental Tests
1 ^t teacher
Responsible
inipuisive
Careless
Intellectual Capacity Average
Intellectual Habits Studious
CU1U. OIlClX GLU UcI IS wXUo
_
Adaptability
Attention Flexible
Special Interests Artistic
Social Capacities Companionable
Habits Good at Present
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

No.l 26
Health: Good
Education Previous to Urbane High School: Urbana Grades
School Progress: Entered at 7 graduated at 14
Home Conditions of Study: Fairly good.
Favorite studies: Englisu and Commercial Course
Dislikes study of : Mathematics
Favorite teacher:
Teacher disliked: Algebra teacher
Father's education: Grades
Father's occupation: Mechanic
Mother's education: Grades
Home actively cooperating: The girl is an orphan. The lady who
acts as her guardian is interested in her ehool progress. Wants
her to train for business. Says she is a skillful saleslady.
Educational aim: To complete High School and probably attend
the University.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days. Saturday
Sl.ep 9 hrs (10-?) Sleep 9 hrs. (10-7) Sleep 9 hrs.(l0-7)
Sunday School Attends class per day 5 per- Morning: house
iods. Studies at school per work
day 2 periods. Studies at
Work home per day 1 hour, words Afternoon: Care
at home per day 4 hours. Gen- of clothes
Visiting eral reading per day 1 hour, and shopping
1 afternoon per week for own
Walking pleasure. On Friday night Evening: study
this girl usually goes out to and read
Church the high school literary soci-
ety, a dance, theatre," movies,"
Company lecture or party. She belongs
to a sewing club which meets
once a month.
Calendar of time distribution

English 78
Algebra 68
7 RI «J
Ancient History 71
No. 2 27
77 65 55
77
58
Physiography 7 5
Botany 75
Latin 73 55
Domestic Sci. 83 80
Plane Geom. 56
75
60
School Grades
Analogi es 282.3 5th decile of 50 sophomores
Cause and effect 346.5 1st " " »
Directions Failed
Word Building 33 7th decile " 98 M
Rank 3 decile of sophomores
Mental Tests
Character
1st teacher 2nd teacher 3d teacher
Intellectual Capacity Dull
Intellectual Habits
and Characteristics Irregular
Lazy
Attention Flexible
Special Interests General
Mechanical
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits
* >

No, 2 28
Healt'i: Good until this year Diptheri£ left her with heart
disease. Wore glasses in grades.
Education Previous to Urbana H.i gh Sfchool: Decature through
3rd grade. Urbana grade ehools.
School Progress: Entered at 6 —Gradudated at 15.
Home conditions of study: "Fairly good. Noisy ro nners.
Favorite subjects: Latin, Bk.keening, rau si c, drawing.
Dislike: Algebra, physiography.
Father's education: Graduated from grades in Illinois.
Father's occupation: Janitor.
Mother's education: Graduated from grades in Illinois.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Not.
Educational Aim : Course in Brown's Business College.
Vocational Aim : Stenography. !'usic.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday
Sleep 9 hrs.
(10-7)
Sunday School
Church
House work
Reading
Company
Walking
Church
Company
School Days
Sleep 9 hrs. (10-7)
Classes ner day 5 periods
Study at school 2 H
M *
v home 1. 5 hours
Practice piano 1 M
Crochet l M
Goes to town on way home
one hour. Twice per
week out for the evening
with boy friends to shows
etc.
Saturday
Morning: house work
Afternoon: shopping
Evening: Show
Ornheum
Calendar of time distribution

No. 3 29
English 63 57
Algebra 61
Fhysiography 70
Botany 55
Latin 62
Typewriting 84
School Grades

No. 3 3
Health: Poor in Grades. Good in highschool
Has worn glases since 6th grade. Nervous.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urbana grades
School progress: Graduated at 15
Home condition of study: Good, studies in own ro jm , cannot con-
centrate when others are around.
Favorite subjects: History, short hand and typewriting
Subject disliked: Geometry.
Father's education: Attended school till 19 yrs. of age in
Scottland. Read and studied at home.
Father's occupation: Farmer
Mother's education: Through grades, 1 yr. in high school
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational Ambition: Through college
Vocational Ambition: Stenographer
Sunday
Sleeps 9 hrs.
(10-7)
Sunday School
Church
7/o rk
Read
Study
Organ Recital
Letter writing
League
School Days
Sleeps 9 hrs. (10-7)
Attends class per day 6 hr3<
Answers to Questionnaire
Saturday
Studies at school
H
" home
Works " "
Practice piano
9
n u
3 "
1 w
1 "
Sleeps 9 hrs. (10-7)
horning: house work
Afternoon: Care of
clothes, shopping,
study.
Night: Read, study
Calendar of time distribution

English 92 90 81
No. 4
84 90 73 71 31
Algebra 84 73 75 66
ft!
Am. History- 78
Plane Geora. 75 62
Ancient Hist. 80 75
Civics 79
Phusiogranhy 90
Botany 76
Latin 75 67
Free Hand Draw. 93 93 92 92
Domestic Sci. 82 83 91 91
Cora. Law 80
Ag. 84
School Grade's
Analogi es
Cause and effect
Directions .357 1st decile of 77 Seniors
Word Building .35 2nd decile of 77 Seniors
1 -k decile
Mental Tests
I r- , 1

No. 4 52Health: Eyes have given some trouble. Missed school at dif-
ferent times on account of throat.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urban© grades
School progress: Started at 6 Graduated at 14
Made grade one in six months
Home conditions of study: Good
Favorite subjects: House Jhold Science
Subject disliked: Mathematics
Father's education: Left chool in Senior year of H. S.
Father's occupation: Farmer.
Mother's education: U. of I. graduate.
Horaejiooperating with schools: Yes
Educational Ambition: Graduate in Domestic Science
Vocational Ambition: Work involving Domestic Science
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleeps (10-7) Sleeps (10-7) 9 hrs. Sleeps (10-7) 9 hrs.
House work Attends Class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Read paper, mag- Studies at school 2 " Afternoon: shoeing
parties
study " " home 2 " Night: movies
Walking Work " " 2 "
Visiting Exercise outdoor 1 rt
Bou company Relaxation 2 "
Read papers 30 min.
Usually out to shows Pri. and
Sat. night.
Calendar of time Distribution

No.b 33
English 86 82 57
Algebra 53 49
75
Ancient Hist 65
Physiology 64
Bookkeeping 66 50
Typewriting 75
Domestic Sci. 80 82
School Grades

No. 5 34
Health: Has hindered school progress
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urbana grades
School Progress: Entered at 7 Graduated at 14
Conditions of home study: Good
Favorite subject: Algebra, Household Sci. English Typewriting
Subjects disliked: History. Language Science
Favorite Teacher: Liked all
Father* s education: To eighth grade
Father* s occupation: Contractor
Mothers education: Through eighth grade
Home actively cooperating with school: Yes
Educational ambition: Through high school - 2 yrs, domestic
sc^ience beyond high school.
Vocational ambition: Home making, teacher of domestic science.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (10-7:30) Sleep (10-7:30) 9.5 hrs. Sleep ( 10-7: 30)
Sunday Schl. Attends class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Studies at school 3 " Afternoon: shopping
w M home
Church
House work
Sleep, study
read
League
ti nWorks
Practices music
Visit with Girl Relaxation
Fri ends
1 "
1 "
1 "
2 «
Home-- crochet
Sew— read
Night: home, read
or shopping
Goes out on Friday night
to movieB.
Calendar of time distribution.
-
£ji k X X 9 11 i ( 1 ol £ /O
oo
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o
oy 79
Plane Georn. 56
75
Civi C8
Physiography 79
Physiology
DO
Latin 73 67
78 57
Domestic Sci. 76
Mod. History 75
No. 6 3o
77
77
School Grades
Character Careless Careless
/ Shiftless
y Lazy
Intellectual
Capacities Average Dull
Intellectual
Habits and
Characteristics Irregular Irregular
Lazy
Attention Flexible Flexible
Special Interests
Social Capaci ti esLeader
A social
butterfly
Habits Loves outdoor
games
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

Health: Poor
**°' b
Educution Previous to Urbana High School: 2
Illinois. Urbana grades.
School Progress: Entered^t 6 Graduated at 14.
Home condition of study: g'jod.
Favorite subjects: Neutral
Father's education: 4 years in college and 4 yrs. medical training.
Father's occupation:
# Physician
Mothers education: 2 yrs. in high school
*ome actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational Ambition: Not any strong purposes in this line
Vocational Ambition: Not looking ahead
An swers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleeps lOhrs. Sleeps (10-8) 10 hrs. Sleeps 10 hrs.
Sunday School Attends class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
House work Studies at school 2 " Afternoon: shopping
Read books, n » home p «
study evening: movies,lecture
Walking Errands 1 «
Company
League Seems to go out several
Church evenings per week. Leads a
Company gay social life.
Calendar of time di stribution

Ho.
7
37
Character
Intellectual Dull
Capacity
Intellectual
Habits Lazy
and
Characteristics Industrious
Attention Flexible
Special Interests
Socil Capacities Companionable
Follower
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

Wo. 7
Health: Had lung fever in the fifth grade
physically and retarded with work.
38
• Was weakened
Education previous to Urbana nigh school: attended school in
Oklahoma 2 yrs. Urbana grades 6 yrs.
School progress: Entered at 6 graduated at 15.
Home condition of study: Oood
Favorite subject : Botany
Subject disliked: English
Favorite teacher! Botany teacher
Teacher disliked: English teacher
Father's education: Within 3 wks.of high school graduation
Fathers occupation: Farmer
Mother's education: 2 yrs. in high school
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational ambition: Business course
Vocational Ambition: Bookkeeping
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (10-7) Sleep (10-7) 9 hrs. Sleep (10-7) 9hrs.
Sunday School Attends class per day 6 hrs
Church .
Morning : house work
Work Studies at school "
Riding-walking » » home 3
reading book-
revi ews
afternoon: shopoing
read
-papers, study
League House work 2 w
Boy Company Recreation 1
Evening: Town, movies,
shows, socials
Goes out to movi es , theatre,
or orpheum on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Calendar of time distribution

English 83 86
Algebra 66 66
90
Ancient Hist. 78 76
Physiography 82
Agri culture 82
No.
8
39
197.6
265.
616.
38
School Grades
8th decile of 50 sophomores
2nd decile of* " "
8th decile M 87 "
n h » 98 h
Rank 6£ among sophomores tested
Mental Tests

No. 8 40
Health: Bronchial trouble causes very irregular attendance athigh school
Schooling previous to Urbana High School: Urbana grades
School progress: Entered at 6
—
graduated at 15
Home condition of study: good.
Favorite subjects: Drawing, english
Subjects disliked: Geometry
Father's education: Grade schools
"Father's occupation : Carpenter
Mother's education: Grade schools
Home actively cooperating with schools: Passively
Ideational ambition: University course. Land Scape Gardening.
Vocational
-mbition: Application of Art probably to Lane, Scape
Gardening.
Sun day
Sleep (9-6:30)
Sunday School
Study
Walking
Riding
League
Church
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep (9-6:30) 9£ hrs. Sleep (9-6: 30)
Attends clasi oer day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Practice T>iano
1 HStudies at school
" " home 2
Works " " 1 "
Music " 1 "
Usually attends movies on
Friday night. Sometimes
tends during the week.
Afternoon: house work
Errands, sewing
Evening: Business,
town, movies
Calendar of time distribution

Engli sh 78 78 90
No. 9 41
Algebra 72 80
ancient Hist. 88
Domestic Sci. 86 86
German 63 83
School Grades
Anal o &A a a 297 2nd decile in 50 sophomores
uau»c ana. eiiecw 184. 2 3rd H wti m
Directions
.655 8th M " " "
Word Building 44. 10th " " " "
Rank 5f decile of sophomore tested
Mental Tests
Character Prompt
Responsible
Habit Forming
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Intellectual HabrStudi ous
its and Industrious
Characteristics Endurance
Matter of "Pact
Adaptability
Attention Persistent
Social Capacities Follower
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

Health: Good tsTo.y 42
Education previous to Urbana high school: Champaign 7 yrs.
Urbana grades 1 yr.
School progress:
Home condition of study: ^ood
Favorite subjects: English and Geometry
Subject disliked: Ancient history, German and Algebra.
Father* s Education: Common school.
Father's occupation: Carpenter.
Mother's education: Common school.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational ambition: To attend the University.
Vocational Ambition: To teach 8th grade.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday
Sleep 8 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Walking with
girls
Endeavor
Church
School Days
Sleep 8 hrs.
attends class per 5 hrs.
Studies at school 2 "
Studies " home 2 w
Works " " 2 "
Exercise l «
Relaxation 2 M
Saturday
Sleep 8 hrs.
Morning: housework
Afternoon: house
work, shopping
Evening: study or
parti es
Calendar of time distribution

English 80
Algebra 50
Ancient Hist. 70
Physiography "Pail
Domestic Sci . Pail
Analogies 373.6
Cause and effect 150.9
No. io
-13
Di rections
Word Building
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellectual
Habits and
Characteri 3tics
Attention
Social Capacity
257
30
School Grades
2nd decile of 50 sopuomores
7th decile "
1st H " 87 "
7th " »
Rank 3£ decile of sophomores tested
Prompt
Responsible
Bright
Studious
Accurate
Qui ok
Fl exible
Persistent
Companionabl
e
Leader
Careless
Shiftless
Lazy
Bright
Average
Irregular
Lazy
Quick
Adaptable
Wandering
Companionable
Leader
Mental Tests
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

„ ~ .
No. 10
Health: Good. 44
Education previous to Urbana H.gh School J Urbana grades.
School progress: Entered at 6 or 7 — graduated at 15.
Home condition of study: Good.
Favorite study: English.
Study disliked: Bookkeeping.
Favorite teachers: No preference.
Father's eduction: Seventh or eighth grade.
Father's occupation: Railroad engineer.
Mother's education: To the 3rd year in high school
.
Home actively cooperating with schools. ?
Educational ambition: Perhaps through high school.
Vocational Aim : Nurse.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (10:30-7:30) Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs.
Mass Attends class per day4 hrs. Morning: house work
House work Studies at school
Walking " " home £ "
Afternoon: house work
Chamcvaign, shopping
Calling Works •» " 1.5 " Evening: Read
Company Relaxation 3 "
Read novels Waste time 5 "
or magazines
Attends movies usually on
Church Friday evening with boy
fri end.
Eoy Company
Calendar of time distribution

English
algebra
Plane Geom
Ancient History
Physiography
Botany
Mod. History
Typewri ting
79 75
78 76
69
80
79
81
96
No.il 45
65
98
Directions 413
Word Building 42
School Grades
3rd decile of 87 sophomores
10th » « "
Rank 6% decile among sophomores
Mental Tests

Health: Good. No.il 46
Education Previous to Urbana high school: Centre Point.
Weber street.
School progrcs?: Entered at 6--graduated at 15.
Home condition of study: Poor.
Favorite study: Typewriting.
Study disliked: History.
Father's education 1 5 years in the grades.
Father's occupation: u oal hauler.
Mother's education: 5 years in the grades.
Home actively cooperating with schools?
Educational ambition. Business course.
Vocational ambition: Stenographer.
Answers to Ouestionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep (9:30-7) 9.5 hrs. Sleep (9:30-7)
Attends Class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Studies at school 1 " Afternoon: Ironing
Works B home
Studies M
Relaxati on
Sun day
Sleep (9L30-7)
Sunday School
Church
Work
Play piano
Fool Around
Call on uirls
Entertain Callers
3 hrs. Night: work and rest
1 M
1 "
Church
attends Prayer meeting on
V/ed. evening and Sunday school
class meetings on Friday
evening.
of time distribution

English 83 75 No. 12 47
Algebra 53
Ancient History 71 70
Physiography 75
Botany 64
Stenography 75
School Grades
Analo gi es 319 .
8
3rd decile of 50 freshman
Cause and effect 377. 4 1st " n n m
Directions
. 30 2nd " M 94 "
Word Building 20 1st w n 102 "
P«nV 1-?- Hpp i 1 p n f "Tr* fi-P,YimJ- \C4.i i—V x t£ UCiw l v KJ -L XX "CI illI CI i
Character Careless
Shiftless
Lazy
Mental Tests
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Intellectual
Habits and
Characteristi cs
Dull
Irregular
Lazy
Matter of fact
Atten tion Wandering
Social
Capaci ti es Follower
Card Catalogue of Individual 'i raits

No. 12 48Health: Has had poor health at times which caused her to miss
considerable schooling.
Education previous to Urbana hign school: Was taken in theUrbana grades.
School progress: Entered at 6— graduated at 14.
Conditions of study at ho..ie: Good.
favorite studies: None
subjects disliked: nates uhem all.
Teacher disliked: She says they all hate her.
Father's education: Finished the 6th grade in Urbana, suffereda prolonged illness w.iich ended his schooling.
Father's e^axrcXiori : ^iverymaji.
Mother's education: Lacked 3 months of completing high school.
Fell out with her rhetoric teacher.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Very anxious for the
tMvll receive education but quick to condemn schools and
Educational ambition: To stop school at once.
Xon^?nal ^i* 1 ™- ^iUner. Has some skill as an artist, hasthought some of landscape gardening. /
Sunday
Sleep 9 hrs.
Mass
Sunday School
Study
Answers to Questionnaire
School Jays Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. (l0:-7:30) Sleep 9 hrs.
various amusements
Attends class per day 7 hrs. House work in the
morning.
Studies at school Afternoon and evening
" " home 3 « 8P ent with friends in
Read, books and Works » « ^ «
magazines Tennis and sports 2
Friday and Saturday evenings
Company also frecuently ^evenings of week
days are spent in dancing and in
attendance at theatres and movies.
Calendar of Weeklie Activities

English
Ai gebra
Physiography
Bo tany
Latin
75 83 No. 13
77 78
70
78
68
School Grades

NO.
Health: Nervous. Trip to school int rferes with health*
Education previous to Urbana high school: Grades in Rigeville.
8^h grade in lirbana.
School Progress: Entered at 6--graduated at 15.
Home condition of study: ^ood.
Favorite subjects: Algebra and English.
Subjects disliked: History, Foreign Language.
Favorite teachers: All but one.
Father's education: %ot through grades.
Father's occupation: Carpenter.
Mother's education: Very little if any.
Educational ambition: Has stout reached her ambition. Not keen
to complete high school.
Vocational ambition: Milinery.
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleeps 9 hours Sleeps 9 hours
Sunday
Sleep (9-6)
Sunday School
Church
Visiting
Walking
Read Magazines
and Sun. paper
Endeavor
Church
Boy Company
Attends Class per day 4 hrs. Morning: house work
Sewing
3 "Studies at school
" " home
Outdoor exercise
Relaxation
L: ew
2 "
i M
i*
Afternoon: Amusements
Movi es
Evening: Movies
Attends movies, literary
parties and orpheum on
Friday evening.
Calendar of time distribution
I
No.** 51
English 84 82 76 77 81 74 90
Algebra 68 51
76
Plane Geomelry 75
/•.ncient History 78 76
Physiography 70
86
Latin 70
Free Hand ^rav/. 94 9 5 74 81
Domestic Science 84 75
Modern History 64
Civics 80
Com. Law bO
Bookkeer-ing 80
Character Prompt Shiftless
Lazy Lazy
Intellectual
Capacity Average Average
Intellectual Irregular Irregular
Habits and Lazy
Characteristics
Attention Wandering
School Grades
Card Catalogue of individual traits

No. 14 52
Health: Poor. Worn out each spring with school work. Has not
been out of school on account uf health ho 'ever.
Education previous to Urbane high school: Gradeu in Urbana.
School Progress: Entered at 6
—
graduated at 14.
Home condition of study: Not good. Could make it "better if she
would.
Father's education: 8th grade in Illinois.
Father's occupation: Barber.
Mother's elucation: 8th grade in Illinois.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes as best it knows
how. Its slack discipline makes its efforts at cooperation vain.
Educational Ambition: Parents would have her take a music course
at the University of Illinois, or a course in Brown's Business
College. The girls ambition seems to be to ston school as soon
as possible.
Vocational Aim: An irresponsible life.
Answers to Questionnaire.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (11-) Sleep 9 hours Sleep 9 hours
Sunday School Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning: care oc^
clothes
Walking Studies at school 2 " Afternoon: shopping,
pariites
Entertains Girls " home £ « Night: movies
Study if exams This girl is away from home
are on almost every evening. She
Lunch at Con- spends the time from 3-6 in
fectionary the afternoon at the confec-
tionary, movies, homes of
girls friends, and on the
streets.
Calendar of time distribution

No. 15 53
English 86 68 92
Algebra 79 74
56
Plane Geometry 80
Ancient History 81 90
Physiography 81
Botany 90
Domestic Science 84
School Grades

N o 1 BHealth: Good since 3rd grade. Out 5 months in 3rd grade with
lung trouble. Poor health previously.
Education previous to Urbuna high school: Urbana grades.
School progress: Entered at 6— graduated at 13.
Home condition of study: fairly good condition of study.
Favorite subjects; music. Math. Physical Culture
Subjects disliked: History. Language.
Favorite teachers: liked all.
Father's education: Graduated from the grade schools of A ndiana.
Father's occupation : Supt. of Bridges and Buildings. Pig 4.
Mother's education: Junior in high school.
Home actively cooperating with school: Yes.
Educational Ambition: Music course in U. or I.
Vocatioal ambition: Teach music. Stenographer.
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep 9£ hours Sleep 9{- hours
attends class per day 6 hrs. Morning: house work
Sun day
Sleep (9-6:30)
Sunday school
House work studies at school
" " home
1
2
2
Walking, riding
read magazines
study, practice School activities
piano
Entertain boy Reads magazines
friend
Attends parties dances, shows,
movies on Friday night. Some-
times goes to movies on other
nights besideb Fri. and Sat,
Afternoon: town,
shopping, shwo
Evening: show, friends
dance
x «
2
Calendar of time distribution

English 71
Algebra 55
ancient History 79
No. 16 55
analogies 211.9
Cause and effect 157.2
Di rections
Word Building
.476
30
Character
Intell ec tual
Capaci ty
Impulsive
careless
average
Intellectual Haoits
and characteristics
Industrious
Attention Flexi ble
Social Capacity Companionable
Follower
School Grades
8th decile of 50 freshmen
7th decile " " "
5th " "94 "
m ti ti102 «•
Rank 6^ decile of freshmen tested
Mental Tests
Average
Industrious
Wandering
Card Catalogue of individual traits

No. 16 56
Health; Append! citus for two years; has weakened her system.
An operation this yec.r kept her out of school for 2 weeks but
has much improved her health.
Education previous to u rban; nigh school: Champaign (Col. Wolfe)
and Thorn burn.
School progress: Entered at 6— graduated at lb.
Home condition of study: ^ood.
Favorite subjects : History and drawing.
Subject disliked; Algebra.
Father's education* Grade schools of 111.
Father's occupation: Retired farmer. Traveling salesman for a
medical company.
Mother* s educatioa: Grade schools of 111.
Home cooperating actively witn schools: Yes so far as it is
able to control the children.
Educational "im: "omplete high school, take music and chinapainting lessons at Berea, Ohio Girls School.
Vocational ~im: A o practice china painting or teach painting
l es sons
.
Sunday
^leep 9£ hours
Sunday School
Church
House work
Church
Visiting with
home folks
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep 9£ hours Sleep 9£ hours
Attends class per dy 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Studies at school
" " home
Mu 8 i c
Out door exercise
Read
2 »
1 "
1 w
1 "
2. 5"
Afternoon " "
Evening; shopping
Calendar of time distribution

English 86 86
Algebra 78 84
Ancient history 77 75
Physiography 78
Botany 81
Plane Geom.
Zoology
Physiology
Civics
German
Typewriting
analogies 269.2
Cause and effect 184.3
Directions
.945
Word Building 37
Character Proxapt
Responsible
84
No. 17
87
57
73
91
79
72
68
84
95 91 91
77 91
School Grades
3rd decile of 50 juniors
3rd " " «
9th " M " »
6 th
Pron$>t
Responsi ble
80
Mental Tests
Bright
Studious
Industrious
.verage
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellecutal
habits and
characteristics Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Ouickness
Adaptability
Attention Persistent flexible
Special intere stGeneral
bookish
laboratory
nature
Social
Capaci ti es
Habi ts
love of ganes
of physical skill
Good at present
Card Catalogue of individual traits

No. 17 08
Health: Good during school life.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urbana grades.
School progress: Entered at 6
—
grud.ub.ted at 13
Home condition of study: good
Favorite subjects of study.
Father* s education: -through grades.
Father's occupation* Caroenter
Mother's education: Grade school education
Home actively cooperating with school: ^es
Educational ^moition* through high school and Business course
Vocation ambition: to become a stenogruDher
.
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep 8.5 hours Sleep 8.5 hrs.
Attends class per day 5 hrs. doming house work
Studies at school 2 w
H
" home 2.5 "
Works M » i «
Plays piano 1
Outdoor exercise 1 "
Sunday
Sleep (9:30-7)
Sunday School
Church
House v/ork
walking, read
magazines and
books, play
piano
Afternoon: care of
clothes, calling,
shopping
young peoples
meeting
Entertains boy
friend
Calendar of time distribution

English 75
Algebra 78
Ancient History 90
Physiography 90
Analogies 323.3
Cause and effect 100.0
Directions
.506
Y/ord Building 52
No. 18 59
School Grades
3rd decile of 50 freshmen
5 th " " »• «
" » "94 "
7 th " " " «
Rank 5th decile of freshmen
Mental Tests

Health: good throughout school life
6°
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urbana grades
School progres ,: Entered at 7
—graduated at 14
Home condition of Study: Good
Subjects liked: ancient history, English, Botany and Drawing
Subject disliked : Algebra
Teachers liked-: M teacher
tether's education: Through grades
Father's occupation: Carpenter
^other's education: Grade school
Vocational ambition: Teacher of young children
Answers to questionnaire
School Days Saturday
^leep 8.5 hrs. Sleep 8.5 hrs.
attends class per day 6 hrs. Morning: house work
Studies at school 3 w
" " home
Works " H
Out door exercise
Sunday
Sleep 8. 5 hours
Sunday School
Church
House work
Walking
Reading
Practive piano
Young People* s Plays piano
Meeting
^oy company
1 "
1.5"
1 "
.5"
Afternoon: shopping
calling
Calendar of distribution of time

No. 19 61
English
Algebra
Anc. Hist.
Plane Geom.
Physiography
Bo tany
Latin
German
9 5 89
83 89
82
84
80
87 80
73
Analogies 436.8
Cause and effect 318.7
Directions .577
Word Building 26
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellectual
habits and
characteristics lazy
Attention Flexible
Social Capacities
Habits
63
6
75 75
School Grades
1st decile of 50 sophomores
2nd H m m m
10th " H 87 "
2nd • " »
Mental Tests
Careless
Dull
industrious
irregular
matter of fact
51 exi bl e
Follower
Made broken
Bad habits at present
Card catalogue of individual traits

No. 19 62
Health: Good
Education previous to Urbana high school: Wilan to 4th grade,
Capron, Winnebago, Lincoln.
School Progress: Entered at 7
—
graduated at 14
Home conditions of study: Not good, noisey roomers.
Favorite subject: Latin. Like all studies
Father 3 education: working for Ph D.
Father's occupation: SUpt. of Schools.
Mother's education: 4 year college course
Home actively cooperating with schools: yes.
Education ambition: 4 yr. college course
Vocational Ambition* Teach music.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. (9:30-6:30) Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday Schl. Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning; fool around
practice
Play piano 2 hrs. Studies at shool 3 " Afternoon: calling,
„
sewing, societyWalking « home 3 Evening: town,
attend Organ shopping
Recitals \
Read Pracitce music 2
Study Crochet and run errands 2 "
Calendar of time distribution

English 7 5
Algebra 64
/inc. uist. 77
Physiography 79
Drawing 9 3
Analogies 260.5
Cause and effect 418
Directions 391
Word building 21
rio.20 6*
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Impulsive
Careless
Lazy
Average
Intellectual
Habits and
Characteristics Irregular
Attention Companionable
Follower
School Grades
10ch decile of 50 freshmen
lSt H HUB
34d H " 94 «
2nd decile H 102 M
Rank 4th decile of freshmen
Mental Tests
Card catalogue of individual traits

No. 20 64
Health: poor. ^ut of chool in ost grt.de with serious bfood
poi'vonint; 3ne t4qe3 g4ok3n q4ra, 3rd gra;e, pleurisy; 4th scarlet
fever; 6th and 5th pretty goodhealth; 7th poor health, eyes
gave trouble, 8th pretty good health; high school nervous bread
down
.
School Progress: Entered at 6-- graduated at 14
Education previous to Urbana high school: Wisconsin till the
8th grade. Thornburn.
Home condition of study; not good
Subjects liked: drawing
Dislikes: Physiology, nistory.
Favorite Teacher 1 Likes all teacher.^
Father's education
: 8th grade . For want of other opportunities
at schooling he repealed the 7th and 8th grades.
Father's occupation: keens filter at water works.
Bother's education* x, inished 7th grade
home actively cooperating with schools: Yes to the bes t of itslimited ability.
Educational ambition- To attend a private academy which she has
in mind.
v ocational aim: Teach
Aunday
Sleep 8 hrs
House work
Walking company
Recital at
"udi torium
Study
Company
School Days
8 hrs
Answers to Questionnaire
Saturday
8 hrs.
Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning: sabbath sell.
Studies at school 2
home 2 "
Out door exercise 1 n
House work 2 M
Social life with girls. 30
Out Wed, X'hur. Sat and Sun.
nights
work about house
Afternoon: young
People*s visiting
company
Evening: Chimioaign
confectionary, enter-
tains boy friend
Calendar of time distribution

English
Algebra
Hist.
Plane ^eom.
ancient Hist.
Civics
Physio gra-nhy
German
Botany
Bookkeeping
Latin
drawing
Typ ewri ting
Domestic Sci
Directions
Word Building
Character
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Intellectual
habits and
characteristics
Attention
Special Interest
Social capacity
habits
No.
86 86 81
84
lb
83 80
87
90
70
83
76
92 94
78
.783
29
Shiftless
Average
irregular
Wanderings
Bookish
85
75 70
81
65
61
79 59 66
83 70 85
School Grades
7th decile of 77 seniors
1st " tl N H
Rank 4th decile of "
Responsible Mental Tests
Irregular
Accurate
Strength
Qui ckness
Adaptability
Persisten
Loves games
of physical skill
Continually
absent, could be
much better all
ar jund if she would
only attend to business
Individual Traits

No.*l 66
Health: Good except eyes are weak
Education previous to Urbana high school : 1st 3 yrs in count™Remainder at Webber school in urbana. untry.
School progress
#
Entered at 7— graduated at 14
Home conditions of study* aood
^ikes: music, history, domestic science, ohorhand
,
typewriting
Dislikes: Geometry, algebra
uikes: Al] teachers
Father's education 1 did not finish grades
Father's occupation: lyr. in H. S.
Mother s education^ 1 yr. in high school
Home actively cooperating with school* "*es
Educational "mbition- * graduate from H. S. and take a course
in Brown's Business College
Vocational ambition- *o stay at home or be a stenographer
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
9.5 hrs. 9.5 hrs.
Sunday
Sleep (9-6:30)
Church
House work
Read books
Walking
Read
Call on girls
Study 2 hrs.
Attends class per day 4 hrs ^orning: house work
care of clothes
3 »Studies at school
" " home
Works
Outdoor exercise
Car ride
2 "
1 M
1* -
Afternoon, shopping
in Champaign
Evening: picture
siiow with cousin
Play piano 1 hr. Attends movies on Friday
night with boy friend.
Calendar of time distribution

No. 22
Knglish tiO
ill gebra
Physiography 75
Analogies 222
Cause and effect 202.6
•^irec ti ons
Word Building
Character
School Grades
7th decile of 50 freshmen
5th " HUM
3rd " "94 "
1st, " » 102 "
Rank 4th decile of ^reshraen
Mental Tests
So cuick tendered that she has trouble with
her instructors.
417
19

No. 22 68
Health: good
Education previous to Urbana high school: 1st gr^de St. Gary's
School. Public schools of Urbana.
'ut of schoolSchool progress: Entered at 7--graduated at 15.
in the 5th grade because of nervous trouble.
Home conditions of SLudy: good
Subjects liked: Art typewriting
" disliked: algebra
Teachers liked: <*11 save Math, teacher
Father's education: 10 yrs. made 2 grades in one. Attended Busines
School one terra.
Father's occupation: toiler Maker, shop man.
Home actively cooperating with schools^ Sends all children to
high school, has one daughter in university.
Educational ambition 1 Graduate from high school and Brown's.
Vocational aim: Stenographer
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days SaturdaySunday
Sleep (10-7:30) 9.5 hrs. 9.5 hrs.
Church
Write letters
Pead
Walking with
boys frierids
Date at home
or at homes of
girl friends
Attends class per day 6 hrs. Morning: house work
Printing Pictures
Studies at home 1 "
H school " Afternoon: talking
shopping
Works M home 1 Evening: Dance
This girl goes out to uhe
picture show or orpheum
on Wed. and Pri nights with
boy friends.
Calendar of time distribution

English 83
Algebra 75
Anc. Hist. 80
Physiography 7 5
Analogies 398.3
Cause and effect 183.4
Directions .524
"
rord Building 32
No. 23
School Grades
1st decile of 50 freshmen
6th " "
6th " " 9 4 "
2nd M decile of 102 "
Rank 3f decile of freshmen
Mental Tests

KT o.2 3 70
Health: Lost lyr. on accoutn of health. Grew too fart.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Urbana grades
School progress: Entered at7--graduated at 16
Home conditions of study: Good
Subjects liked: drawing
" dislikes: algebra, math.
Teachers liked: ^nglish teacher
" disliked: Math, teacher
father's education.* 7th grade in Indiana
" occupation" Ice man
Mother's education: 8th grade in Illinois
Home actively cooperating with schools: Pushed its childred
children as far as they will go, two sisters have refused to takehigh school training but have each taken 2 yrs. as special students
in the Uni.
Educational ambition' To graduate from high school and take work
in Uni. preparatory tolandscape gardening
Vocational ambition'
-^and scape gardening
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
8 » 5 hrs. 8. 5 hrs.
A ttends class per day 4 hrs.
Sunday
Sleep (10-6:30)
House work
Read
Calling
Organ Recitals
Church
Study
Studies at home
" " school
Exercise
Work home
Visiting girls
2 M Morning: house work
2 M Afternoon: shopping
2 w
2 "
1 "
Calendar of time distribution

No. 2 4
English 75 80
Algebra 83
~nc. Hist 70
86
Latin
Physiology 68 68
German 73
Plane Geom 87 76
School Grades

No. 24 72
Health: lungs weak, kept her out of school perhaps a month of
every year.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Camden and St. Louis
School progress: Entered at 5--gradUcJ ted at 14, skipped 2nd grade
Home condition of study: good. No trouble concentre-. tin.
Subject liked: English, algebra
nates*
-^atin and Ancient History
Dislikes: algebra teacher and Principal
Likes: English, Math, and History teachers.
"father s education" Grades, Ohio
Father's occupation* Carpenter
Mothers Education: 7 or 8 yrs. Kansas schools
Home cooperating heartily with schools: Yes
Educational
-mbition: Private training in music
Vocational Ambition: Teach music
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
9.5 hrs.
Attends Class per day 4 hrs. Morning: house work
ironing
Studies at school 1 "
Sunday
Sleeps (9:30-7) 9.5 hrs.
Sunday School.
House work
Car Ride or Walk H " home 2 "
Study Work mm 2 M
League or church Outdoor recreation 2£"
Entertain B y Friday night is spent at
Company dance or movies
Every other Mon. night
Royal Heigh uors.
Afternoon: Campfire
home, read, practice
music
Evening: movies,
Orpheum
Calendar of time distribution

English
Algebra
Plane ueom
Anc. Hist
Physiography
German
Botany
Latin
Chemi 8 try
92 96
95 98
90 94
92
92
93 92
93 92
92 95
^0.25 73
94
94 92 94
analogies 132.3
Cause and effect 82.3
Word Building 50
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellectual
habits and
characteristics
Attention
Interests
Social
Capaci ti es
Prompt
Resp on si ble
Power to form
ha bi ts
Able
91 93 93
89
School Grades
10th decile of 50 Juniors
9 th " M " •»
10th decile " "
Mental Tests
Prompt
Responsible
Impulsive
Industrious
Original
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Persistent
General
Follower
Loves games
of physical
skill
Able
Studious
Accurate
Strength
Quickness
ability
PI exi 01 e
La boratory
Artistic
Nature
Love of indoor
and outdoor games
Habi ts Good at present
Individual Traits

No. 25 74
Health: uood always
Education previous to Uroana high school: Chicago Douglas school
Urbana 8th grade. Kindergarten 2 years.
School Progress : Entered at 6
—
graduated at 12, skipped higher
4th and higher 5th.
Condition of hone study: $ood
Favorite Study: Chemistry
dislikes: No study
Favorite Teacher: Chemistry Teacher
Father's -Education: Graduated from U. of I . and snent 6 yrs. in
medical school.
Father's occupation: Physician
Mother's education* Graduate of U. of I.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational ambition: University graduation and finishing course
Domestic Science or L. A. and S.
Vocation ambition: Teaching
Sunday
Sleeps 9 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Read
Walking
Entertain
League
Study
Answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
(10-7) 9 hrs.
Attends class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Studies at school 3 M
" " home 1 "
Music " school 1 M
Work " home 30 min.
Tennis and recreation 2 1
Readand write letters 1 1
Afternoon: Orpheum
"Movies** Parties
Night: Orpheum
Theatre, dance
,
study 30 minutes
Talk with folks
-phis girl is away from home usually three
evenings per. week. She has much leisure
time and studies comparatively very little.
Calendar of time distribution

English
Algebra
Plane Geom.
Am. Hist
Civi cs
Phusiography
German
Botany-
Latin
Eng. Hist.
Domestic Sci.
Chemistry
Sewing
T'yp ewriting
Directions
Word Building
Character
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Intellectual
Habits and
Characxeri sti cs
No. 26
80 92 90 90 91 91
96 97
96 93
75
90
93
95
86
90
94 94
91
9 5 96 9 5 9 5
jO 91
90 96
91
92 94
.89 2
43
Attention
Special Interest
prompt
responsible
power to form habits
Able
Studious
Industrious
Original
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Quickness
Adaptability
Persistent
General
Bo okish
Labo ratory
Artistic
90 92
School Grades
9th decile of 77 seniors
7th " " H M
Rank 8th decile of "
Mental Tests

No. 26 (Continued) 76
Social Capacities Companiona Die
Follower
Love of games of physical skill
'ard Catalogue of Individual traits

No. 26 77
Health: Out of school 3 ye rs in the grao>8 on account of del-
icate health. 7th and 8th grades, poor health
Education previouB to Urban high school: Country school to 7th
grade. St. Joe Illinois 8th grade.
School progress: Entered at 5
—
gra uated at 14
Home condition of Study: ^ood
Favorite Studies: Sciences
Studies disliked: History and English
Favorite Teacher:
Father's education* 8th grade graduate
Father's occupation: Farmer.
Mother's education: 8tg grade graduate
Home actively cooperating with schools.
Educaional ambition: Graduate of U. of I. in Domestic Science
Vocation aim: Home making
Answers To Questionnaire
Sunday School Days
Sleep 8i (10:30-7) ^leep 8.4 hrs.
Read
Study some
Entertain
Fri ends
Attendsclass per day 6 hrs
Studies at school 1 "
" " home
Reads papers
Relaxati on
Works at home
2
£
l "
o
Saturday
Sleep 8.5 hrs
Morning: house work
washing and ironing
Afternoon: shopping
movies
N i ght : dan c e , show
iit tends movies or shows on Sat. nights.
Calendar of time distribution

English
Algebra
Ancient History
Civics
Physiography
German
Latin
English Hist
Analogi es
Cause and effect
Directions
Word Building
Character
92 95
98 98
90 91
92
No. 27
90 94
96 95
78
90
95
96
90
95 95 95
93 92 90 92 92
96
School Grades
172.4 9th decile of 50 juniors
91.2 9 th " • • "
.957 10th w M 73 "
53 10th " " 80 M
pro. apt
responsible
impulsive
Rank 9 2/9 decile of juniors
Mental Tests
pro':ipt prompt
responsi L>le
power to form havits
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Jntellecutal
habits and
characteri sties
Attenti on
Apecial interest
Social capacity
Habi ts
average
industrious
original
accurate
en durance
strength
quickness
adaptability
persi stent
booki sh
camp an i ona ol
e
good at
present
bright .ble
studious studious
accurate responsible
accurate
endurance
strength
quickness
adap ta Dili ty
persi stent
bookish artistic
good at
present
compani onable
leader
love games
Card Catalogue of individual traits

No. 27 79
Health: Good
Education previous to ^roana high school: 1 year in Boston pri-
vate school. Kindergarten 2-7. Uruana graies
Sciiool progress: (Jratuateo at 12 years.
Home co.iditijn of study: Not aloiie during tudy but has con-
centration to a favorable extent.
Favorite subjects: German, Botany i«aooratory.
Subjects Disliked: botany lecture. Ltttinat times.
•''avortie Teacher: German teacher.
Teacher disliked: Latin teacher.
Father's education: Six years after high school.
Father's occupation: Professor of Electrical Engineering
Mother's Education: College graduate. One year of graduate work.
Home activity cooperating with schools: Yes.
j'.ducational ambition: ^ive years of College work.
Vocational Ambition: Home making. Kindergarten.
Answers to Ouesti onnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (9:30-6:30) ^leep 9 hours Sleep 9 hours
Sunday School Attends class per day 5 hrs. Morning: house work
Piano practice
Read Studies at school 2 "
House work " " home 2 " Afternoon: read,
study, sometimes
Make candy Works " 2 " attend matinee
Entertaining Music " " 1 " Evening: Usually out
girl friends to theatre or party.
Playing " " 1 "
Calendar of time distribution

no
English
Algebra
Plane Geora
Ancient Hist
Physics
*m. Hist.
Civics
Botany-
Latin
German
Analogi es
Cause and effect
Directions
Word Building
Character
94 94
90 90
90 90
No. 28
92 94 92 92 92
90
93 93
90
90
91 93
93
93 95 92 93 91 90 92
92
225.7
99
.566
48
prorap t
res-oonsible
School Grades
4th decile of 50 seniors
7th " " " *
3rd " " 77
9th " " »
Rank 5-|- decile of seniors tested
Mental Tests
prompt prompt
impulsive responsible
careless
intellectual
capaci ty
Intellectual
habits and
characteristi cs
Sp e c i al
interests
Social
capacities
Habi ts
able
studious
industrious
matter of fact
accurate
quick
ada-n table
bookish
bright
irregular
original
bright
irregular
bookish
companionable follower
follower love games of
physical skill
good at present
bad " "
follower
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

No. 28 81
Health: good.
Education previous to Urbana high school: Boston private school
4 years. Urbane grade schools.
School progress ; Graduated at 13
favorite subjects: English German
Subjects Disliked:
Favorite Teacher: English Teacher
Father's Education: Six years after high school
Father's occupation: Professor of Electrical Engineering.
Mother's education: College graduate and 1 year of graduate work
Home Actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational ambition: Home making
Answers to Ouestionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday school Attends class per day 5 hrs.
Church Studies at school 3 n Morning: shopping
and house work
Company Spends organ lesson per week
one hour Afternoon: reads
Head Spends Ger. tutor " " studies
three hours
\7orks at home very little Evening: Theatre
Practices piano 1 hr. parties
Calendar of time distribution

Uo.29 S2
Analogies 866
Cause and effect 284.3
Directions
.714
Word Building
.45
2nd decile of 50 juniors
4 th " 11 n *
7th " » 81 "
8th decile of 80 "
Rank 5£ decile of Juniors tested
Mental Tests

83
No. 29
Health: Good
Schooling pr vious to Ur'oana high school: Urbana grades
School progress: Started at 7--graduated at 13. Made lst
f 2nd 3rd
and high 3rd in 2 years.
Home condition of study: Good "by self in quiet ro >m
Favorite subjects: Natural Sciences and Mathematics Civics, short-
hadn drawing, music.
Studies disliked: None
Teacher Favorite: Algebra and German
" disliked: Latin teacher
Father's education: high school 2 years in college
M occupation: Carpenter
Mother's education: high school, 2 years in college
,
taught
Home activety cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational aim: Graduation from college. Work her way by
teaching.
Vocation aim: Some applicatio of Art and Design
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days
Sleeps 9.5 hrs. Sleeps 9.5 hrs.
Sunday School Class per day 6 ueriods
Study " X *
" at home 2.5 H
Typewriting f hours
Work 1 w
Relaxation 1 "
Church
House work
Read, draw
Organ recital
League
Church
Saturday
Sleeps 9.5 hrs.
Morning: house work
shop-D ing
Afternoon: Camp fire
Standard keepers
socir. l
Night: Study lessons
Sometimes attend
lectures or musicals
at the auditorium
Calendar of time distribution

No. 30
English 92 91 90 92
Algebra 95 97
Plane Geom 91 93
Anc. Hist. 91 90
Physiography 90
Botany 91
Lutin 91 94 90 90 91
Domestic See 92
Com. Law 92
German 95 92 94
84
School Grades
Character
Intellectual
capacity
Intellectual
habits and
characteristics
Attention
Special
Interests
Social
capaci ti es
Habi ts
prompt
responsible
average
industri ous
irregular
persi stent
aftistic
prompt
resDonsibl
e
bright
studi ous
industri ous
ac curate
endurance
matter of fact
strength
cui ckness
adap taoi lity
persistent
artisti c
companionable leader
good habits
bad M
Card catalogue of individual traits

No. 30
85
Health: Good
Education previous to Urbana high school: Shwnee town and
Urbana grade schools ^
School progress: Entered at 6--graduated at 15
Home condition of study: good
Favorite studie.s : music preferred like all
Study disliked: none
Favorite teacher: like all
Father* s education* attended Carbonaale Normal
M occupation: Farming
Mother's education: Attended "'estern College
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Vocational aim: Concert player or teacher of music.
Educational aim: Thorough education in music.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
^leep 8 hrs. Sleep 8 hrs. Sleep 8 hrs.
Sunday School Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning: house work
and care of clothes
Church Studies at school 2 "
Read bks. of own " " home 2 M Afternoon: shopping
choosing and Campfire meetings
Walking Works M M 5 "
Attend Organ Music " M 2 w
Recital
Head This girl is usually away from home on Friday
and Sautrday evenings. She attends the high
school literary society, the Star Lecture
course, symrmony concerts and other functions
such as the University community furnishes
Calendar of ti:ne distri bution

No. 31 06
English 96 96 95 97 95 92
Algebra 93 98 91 91 85 90
Am. Hist.
, Physiog. 92
German 93 90 92 93
Botany 93
Bookkeeping 95 95
Latin 90 92
Eng. Hist. 90 90
Chem. Incomp Lete
Pub. Speaking 88
. German 4 92
School Grades
i Analogies 198.1 6th decile of 50 seniors
Cause and effect 83.7 9th " » » n
Word Building 49 10th M » "
Rank 8 1/3 decile
n
of seniors
;
Character prompt prompt
impulsive impulsive
responsible responsible
capable of habit formation
' Intellectual
Capacity
habits and
1 characteristics
Attention
bright
studious
industri ous
original
endurance
strength
adaptability
persistent
able
studious
industri ous
matter of fact
shows accuraccy
qui ckness
adaptability
p ersi stent
Sp e c i al
interests
Social
capacities
general
bookish
laboratory
companionable companionable
leader leader
love of games of physical skill
Card catalogue of individual traits

No. 31 a
'
7
Health: Has suffered from eye strain during high school, but not
serious enough to keep her out of school long.
Education: Previous to Urbana High School: Country schools of 111.
through grades.
School Progress: Entered at 6
—
graduated at 14.
Home Condition of study: Fair.
Favorite studies:
Study Disliked: Chemistry; Algebra.
Favorite Teachers: None.
Teacher Disliked: None.
Father's Education: Did not complete grades in 111.
Father's Occupation: Farmer.
Mother's Education: Took a higher course in grades of 111.
Home Cooperating with schools: Yes. Older sister now in University
Vocational Aim: Teach.
Educational Aim: College graduation.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days. Saturday
Sleep (10-7) Sleep 9 hrs. (10-7) Sleep 9 hrs. (10-7)
Sunday School Attends class per day 5 hrs. House work & sewing
Church Studies at sch. per day 3 hrsin morning and after-
" " home per day 3 hrs. no on.
Work Works " M " "1 "
Relaxation " " " 1 " Study (7-10)
Study Waste time (reads papers, talks
& lounges) 2 hrs.
Christian Endeavor
Few amusements occur in her week.
Company She attends the movies about 3
times per year.
Calendar of time distribution for average sch.
week.

glish
gebra
ain Geom.
erican Hist.
cient Hist.
ysics
man
tin
tin
emi stry
slling
iilogies
ise & Effect
sections
rd Building
Lracter
1st. yr.
96 96
94 94
No. 32.
2d yr.
96 96
95 95
95 95
173.2
121.8
779
40
1st. Teacher
Prompt
Responsible
'ellectual Capacity Able
3d yr.
90 92
90
«8
4th yr.
94
98 98
99 99
96 96
93 94
96 96
95 95
95
83
96
School Grades
7th decile of 50 seniors
5 th " " " "
8th " " 83 w
6th " " 77 "
Rank 6£ seniors
Mental Tests
2d. Teacher 3d. Teacher
Prompt Prompt
Responsible Responsible
Habit forming Bright
Power
Able Bright
ellectual Habits
and
racteristi cs
Studious Studious
Industrious Industrious
Accurate Accurate
Matter of fact Endurance
Strength Strength
Quickness Quickness
Studious
Industri ous
Accurate
Endurance
Matter of fact
Worries
I en t i on P ersi stent
ial Capacities Companionable Companionable Companionable
Follower Follower Follower
Love games of
physical skill
Love games of
indoor

No. 32 (Continued) «9
Special Interests General General
Bookish Bookish
Laboratory
Card Index of Individual Traits

No. 32
Health: Good
Education: Previous to Urbana High School; 3d grade to 2d yr.high
school
.
School Progress: Entered at 6--gradua^ed at 14.
Home Conditions of study: Good.
Favorite subjects: All.
Father's education: 2 years in Southern Illinois Normal.
Occupation: Mechanic.
Mother's education:
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational ambition: through the University.
Vocational Ambition: Application of Domestic Science.
/answers to Questionnaire
School Days Saturday
Sleep (11-7:30) 8.5 hrs. Sleep (11-7:30)
Sunday
Sleep (11-7)
Sunday School
Read Papers,
Magazin es,
Bo oks.
C. E. & Church
Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning: House-work,
Studies at School " 3 H sewing!
H
" home per day3-4 hrs.
Relaxation " " 1 M
Exercise '» " Afternoon: Mend
clothes, study, Camp-
fire Meetings.
Night: Study
Friday night she attends the
high school literary twice a
month.
Calendar of time distribution

English
Ist.yr.
92 93
No. 33
2d yr. 3d yr.
94
91
,Algebra 99 88 96
Ancient Hist. 92 91
Physiography 95
German 95
School Grades
Analogi es 105.
5
10th decile of 50 sophomores
Cause & Effect 133. 3 8th " » M »
Directions 578 7th " 87 "
Word Building 38 8th " "98 »
Rank 8-|- decile of sophomores
Mental tests
tested
Character Prompt Prompt
Responsible Responsible
Habit forming
Intellectual Capacity
Bri ght Bri ght
Intellectual Hab-
its and Studious
Characteristics Industrious
Original
Endurance
Strength
Accurate
Quick
Adaptable
Studious
Industrious
Original
Endurance
Strength
Accurate
Attention Persistent Persi stent
iSpecial Int. General
Booki sh
Laboratory
Artistic
•Booici sh
Laboratory
Nature Interests
Social Capacities Companionable
Leader
Loves outdoor
& indoor games
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits. i

No. 33. 92
Health: Good
Education: Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana Grades.
School Progress: Entered at 6
—
graduate! at 13.
Home Conditions of Study: Good.
Favorite studies: Math. Science, Household Science, Music, Drawing
Painting.
Subject Disliked: Has diffioulty with language pronounciati on
.
Favorite Teachers.
Teachers Disliked.
Father's Education: 3 yrs. in college. General course.
Father* s occupation: Dairyman.
Mother's Education: Special-art course at University.
Home actively cooperating with schools; Yes.
Educational Ambition: Through University and perhaps advanced work
in Household Science.
Vocational Ambition: Home making.
Answers to Questionn. ire.
Sunday School Days Saturdays.
Sleep (9:30-6) Sleep (9:30-6) Sleep (9:30-6)
Sunday School. Attends Class per day 4 hrs. Morning: Practice
Church. Studies at Sch, M » 3 " music, sewing run
"
" home " " 1.5 " errands.
House work " " l "
Music " " 30 rain.
Outdoor Ex. " " 2 hrs. Afternoon: Sew, Read,
Play with children,
Shopping.
Read Books. Attends Literary, Uni. &
Play Piano. High School entertainments.
Go walking. Is an active atnletic. Camp-
fire worker. Night: Study.
hdeavor.
Church.
Calendar of time distribution

No 34
1st yr. 2d yr. 3d yr.
English 92 95 97
Algebra 99 100 96
Ancient Hist. 91
Physiography. 93
Botany 95
German 98
Latin 94 95 94
School Grades
Analogies 204.1 8th decile of 50 sophomores
Cause & Effect 116.2 9 th ii ii
Directions 79 2 10th " " 87 "
Word Building (21) Rank 9th decile of sophomores
Mental Tests.
1st. Teacher 2d. Teacher 3d. Teacher
Character P r orap t Promp t Prompt
Responsible Responsi ble Responsibl
e
Habit forming
Intellectual Capaci ty
Able Bright Able
Intellectual Hab-Studious Studious Industrious
its and Industrious Industrious Original
Capacities Original Accurate Accurate
C a - t c i , i s Endurance Strength Strength
Strength Quickness Quickness
Quickness Adap tabili ty Adaptability
Adaptability
Attention PI exible Persistent Persistent
Special Int. General Bookish General
Bookish Bookish
Laboratory
Social Can^cities Leader C omp an i onabl
e
C onp an i onabl e
Leader Leader
Love outdoor games.
Habi ts Good habits
Bad Habits
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

94
No. 34
Health: Good
Previ jus education: Urbana Grades. Entered at 6*-graduated at 14.
Home conditions of study: GoGd
favorite Subject: Math.
Subjects disliked: None.
Favorite Teacher:
Teacher disliked:
Father's Education: Through high school.
Father's Occupation: Merchant.
Mother's Education: Through high school.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: College graduate.
Vocational Ambition: Teach Domestic Science.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School days Saturday
Sleep (10-7) 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs, Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Attends Class per day 5 hrs
Studies at sch. " " 2 "
Morning: House-work
" " home" 3 "
Relaxation " " 2.5 "
Read Bk. Reviews Afternoon: Read,
Shopping, Parties,
Movies
.
Company Night: Study some-
times. Amusements.
Study. Attends theatre-raovi es-
Dances on Friday night.
Calendar of time distribution

No. 35 95
En gl i sh
1st
/"V A94
yr.
94
2d yr.
90 93
3d yr.
93 94
4th yr.
97
Al gebra 90 90 90
Plane Geom. 91 91
American Hist. 90
Ancient Hist. 89 87
Civics 95
Physi C8 ZOOl. 89 Incompl ete
Botany 89
German 95 96 96 96
Latin 9 5 9 5
?ree Hand Draw. 93 93
Domestic Science .91 90
School Grades
Analogi es 180. 1 7 th decile of 50 seniors
Cause & Effect 84.3 8th «t « n it
Word Building . 45 8 th it "77 "
Rank 7 2/3 decile of seniors tested.
Mental Tests
1st. Teacher
Character Prompt
P.esponsi bl e
Habit forming
Intellectual Capacity Able
j Intellectual Habits Studious
and Industrious
'! Characteristics Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Qui ckness
Adaptability
' Attention Persistent
Special Interests General
Bookish
a Nature

No. 35 96
Health: Good.
Education Previous to Urbana Haigh School: Dana, Indiana, until 3d
|
yr. high school.
School Progress: Entered at 6--graduated at 13.
Home Conditions of study: Good.
Favorite Subjects: German and English.
Subjects Disliked: None.
1 Favorite Teachers: German and English Teachers.
Father's Education:
Father's Occupation: Merchant.
Mother's Education: Through high school.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: Graduate, L. A. & S.
Vocational Ambition: Secretarial work.
Answers to Questionnaire.
I Sunday School Days Saturday 1
,
Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday School Attends Class per day 4
Studies at sch." " 2
w
"home " M 3.30
House work " " 1
Read magazines " .30
Study
Morning: House-work.
Afternoon: Shoeing
Orpheum.
Walking
; Company
Calling
I Read for Bk.
I Reports. Friday night is spent dancing
or at the theatre of movies. Evening: Dance.
Entertain Boy
Fri end.
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average Sch. w3:

No. 35 (Continued)
Social Capacities C oinpani onable
"Follower
Love games
Indoor & outdoor
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

1st yr.
English 85 93
No. 36
2d yr. 3d yr. 4th yr. 98
91 90 92 93 93
Algebra 94 98p.g. 93 96 98
Anc. Hist. 89 90 •
Am. Hist. 93
Zoology 92 Civics 96 Physics 89
Physiography 91
Physiology 92
Bo tany 90
Latin 94 91 90 91 93 92 95
School Grades
Character Prompt
Responsible
Intellectual Capacity Bright
Intellectual Habits
and
Oharacteristics
Studious
Industrious
Irregular
Endurance
Strength
Attention
Special Interests
Persistent
General
Bookish
Social Capacities Companionable
Follower
Love games of physical skill
Habits Good at present
Bad at present
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

No. 36
Health: Good
99
Education previous to Ur^ana High School: Towanta, 111. 5th Grade
to high school; 2 months' high school at Normal training school.
School Progress: Entered at 6; graduated at 13
Home condition of study: Good
Favorite study: Mathematics
Subject Disliked:
Teacher Liked particularly:
Teacher Disliked:
Father's Education: 4 years college, Master's degree, Theological
Training.
Father's Occupation: Minister.
Mother's Education: High School Graduate.
Home actively cooperating with schools:
Educational Ambition: University graduation
Vocational Ambition: Teaching.
Sunday
Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Work
Reading for Bk. Rev,
Mission Study
Piano Practice
Endeavor
Church
Answers to Questionnaire
jchooj Day s
Sleep 8 hr. (7-10)
Attends class per day 4 per,
studies at sch. « " 3 "
n " home n n 3 n
House work
Exercise
1
1
Hr
Attends Literary on Friday
night twice a month.
Saturday
Sleeps 9 hrs
Morning: House
work
Af ternoon:
House work.
Night: Study
Calendar of time distribution.

No. 37.
100
let yr. 2d yr. 3d yr. 4th yr.
English 96 96 95
^lgebra 98 99
Plane Geom. 96
Zoology 96
Physiography 90
Botany 96
Latin 94 95 95
School Grades
7th decile of sophomores tested
Directions 556,7th decile of 87 sophomores tested
Word Building
35,7th decile of 98 sophomores tested
Mental Tests
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellectual
Habits and
Capacities
Prompt
Responsible
Habit Forming
Able
Studious
Industrious
Original
Accurate
Endurance
Quickness
Strength
Adaptability
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

No. 37 101
Health: Aenerric; nervous shock upon entering school made her ill.
Education Previous to Urbana High School. Home tutoring made three
grades in 1 year. Began tutoring at 8 years. Missed one year on
account of ill health.
School Progress: Mde high school in six years.
Home Condition of Study: Good
Favorite Subjedt: Geometry, Art.
Study Disliked:
Teacher, Favorite:
Teacher Disliked:
Father's Education: German Education (Classical)
Father's Occupation: Professor of German
Mother's Education: Boarding School, Germany.
Home Actively Cooperating with Schools: Yes.
Educational U. of I. and training abroad in Architecture
Vocational Aim: Application of Artistic Skill, probably to Archi-
tecture.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (8:3C -7) Sleep (8:30-7) 10.5 hrs. Morning: Shop-
Nature Study Attends class per day 5 hrs.
Studies at sch. " " 3 "
" " home " " 2£ "
ping
Denti st
Doctor
Recreation
Companionship
with father
and brother.
Plays n " " " 1 "
Works " 11 n w o " Afternoon
:
Read Magazines
Attends Star Lecture Course
and Symphony Concerts. Never
been to a movie.
Study.
Play Violin
Play
Time Distribution of Average School Week.

No. 38.
1st yr. 2d yr. 3d yr. 4th yr.
English 90 92 95 97 95 95 95 95
Albegra 99 97 97
Plane Geom. 96 95
Am. Hist. 93
Anc. Hist. 92 92
Zoology 94
Civics 96
Physics Music 94 91
Physiography 92
Botany 93 German 96 96 96
Latin 96 96 93 94 93
Bookkeeping 93 94
102
School Grades
Rank 9-t decile of seniors tested
Directions. 870 9th
Word Bldg. 55 10th
1st Teacher
Character Prompt
Responsible
Habit Forming
Intellectual Cap. Able
Intellectual Studious
Habits and
Character i sties
Industrious
Accurate
Endurance
Matter-of-fact
Strength
Quickness
Adaptability
Attention
w 77 seniors
" 77 seniors
Mental Tests
3d Teacher
Prompt
Able
Irregular
Original
Quickness
FlexiblePersistent
Special Interests Bookish
Social Capacities Con^p^iorjable
Follower, Loves games of physical skill
Habit s Good, Bad. „Card Catalogue of Individual Traits

No. 38.
103
Health: Good
Home Condition of Study: Good
Education Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana grades.
School Progress: Entered at 6—Graduated at 13
Favorite Study: Languages, Physics.
Stdy. Disliked: History
Favorite teachers: Language and Physics teachers.
Teachers Disliked:
Father's Education: Dr's. Degree
Father's Occupation: Instructor in Engineering.
Mother's Education: Graduate of U. Of I.
Home Actively Cooperating with Schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: Graduate from U. of I., Modern Lang. Course.
Vocational Ambition: Teaching.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (11-7:30) sleep (11-7:30) 8.5 hrs. Sleep (11-7 :30j
Church Attends Classes per day 5 hrs.
Studies at sch. n n 3 "
" " home " n 3 n
Morning: House
work, shopping:
pead
Company
Riding
Works " n * " "
Outdoor sports n n 3
Reading Magazines" 1 B Af ternoon
:
Parties
,
movies
.
Some Study
Spends Friday night at dances,
theatres, concerts.
Night
:
Calendar of Time Distribution for Average Week,

English
Albegra
Ancient History
Physiography
Plane Geometry
Botany
Latin
No. 39.
1st yr.
96 95
97 96
93
95
98 93
2d yr.
94
104
95
91
Analogies 152 10th
pause and Effect 119.7 8th
Directions 1,188, above 10th
School Grades
Rank 9 1/9 decile of sophomores tested
" " 50 "
" 103
Word Building 40
Character
Intellectual Capacity
Intellectual Habits
and Characteristics
Attention
Special Interests
9th n it
Mental Tests
Bright
Irregular
Flexible
General Artistic
Social Capacities Companionable
Love of Games of Physical Skill.
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 39 105
Health: Good
education Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana Grades, one year
in England.
School Progress: Entered at 6^-graduated at 14.
Home conditions of study: Good
Favorite Subject: Drawing.
Subject Disliked: Latin
Teacher, Favorite: Geometry Teacher
Teacher Disliked: Latin teachejil
Father's Education: Doctor's Degree.
Father's Occupation: Teacher of Physics, University.
Mother's Education: College, equivalent of graduation.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes
Educational Ambition: College graduation
Vocational Ambition: Illustrator.
Sunday
Sleep 9.5 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Automobiling
Read Magazines
and Books.
Christian End.
Read
Study
Visiting
School Day s
Sleep (10-7:30) 9.5 hrs.
Attends Class per day 6 per.
Studies at sch. n
n
" "home "
Works n n n
Outdoor sport "
n
Amusements
3 hrs.
1 «
1 »
2 «
Saturday
Sleep 9.5 hrs.
Morning: House
work
Af ternoon
:
Tennis,
Sewing, Read-
ing, Shopping
Friday night usually spent
at Literary, theatre, so-
cials.
Calendar of Time Distribution for Av. Week.

r
Bnglieh 90 91
Algebra 90 96
Plane Geom.
Physiography 90
Botany 92
Latin 94 94
German
Directions
Word Building
Character
No. 40
97
93
106
443
2b
P r omo t
Responsible
Habit Forming
Intellectual Capacity Bright
Intellectual Hab-Studious
its and Industrious
Characteristics Original
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Quickness
Adap tabili ty
Attention PI exi bl e
p ersistent
94
School Grades
4th decile of 87 sophomores.
2d w " 98 "/
Rank 3d decile of sophomores.
Mental TestsPrompt
Resp onsible
Studi ous
Industrious
Strength
Q.uickness
Adaptability.
Persistent
Special Interests General
Social Capacities Companionable Companionable
Leader
Index of individual traits

No. 40
Health: Good. Kept out a year.
107
j
Education Previous to Urbana High School: St. Louis? 1
3 yrs. 3d, 4th, and 5th. Urbana 1 yr. Made 2 grades
i times.
yr. Denver
in 1 at tv/o
School Progress: Entered at 7--graduated at 13.
.
Home Conditions of study: Good.
Favorite Subjects: English, German.
:
Subjects Disliked: Geometry.
Favorite Teacher: All.
Teacher Disliked: None
Father's Education: College Graduate.
Father's Occupation: Traveling man.
Mother's Education: High school graduate.
!
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: Through College.
Vocational Ambition: Teacher of Languages.
Answers to Questionnaire.
i-'unudj ocnooi uays Saturday
SI e pt> ( 10 • 30- 7 ^ ri pi» Mft«^f) i\ a ^ v.™^c cjj
^
j.v
.
uu* i j ax eep i xu : ou— I ) o. o hrs. Sleep (10:30-7)
Church Attpnri^ m <=»cj ^ or> «iqV r
|
/hi ucuuo ijIv.bb per ciftj o nrs
.
Studies £.t sch." " 2 "
w
" home" " 3 "
Relaxation " " 3 H
Morning:
Visiting,
Sewing.
House-work
.
Company,
House v/ork
;
Walking
!
Company or calling
Friday Evening
--goes to
movies. Dance. Theatre.
Orpheum, or Literary.
League
Evening:
movies.
Read or go to
Study
Calendar of Time Distribution for Average week

English
Algebra
Plane Geom.
Am. Hist.
ancient Hist.
Civi cs
Physi cs
Zoology
Physiology
Physiography
Botany
German
Bookkeeping
Stenography
Typ ewri ting
analogies
No. 41
9 5 9 6 9 2 9 5 9 2 94 9 5
108
9 5 jO
90 93
90
93
89 9 2
149.6
Cause and effect 72.9
Directions
Word Building
Character
Intellectual
Capaci ty
Intellectual
habits and
.882
94
92 95
96
96
96
93
92
96 96 96
93 92
38
Prompt
Resp onsibl e
Able
Industrious
Studi ous
83 93 91
School Grades
10th decile of 50 seniors
10th " " " "
9th f. " 77 "
5th " nun
Rank 8£ decile of seniors tested
Mental Tests
Characteristics Matter of fact
Accurate
En durance
Strength

No. 41. 109
Health: Good aave for head aches.
Education Previous to Urbana High School: Martinsville, Ind. for
3 yrs; Urbana grades since 3d grade.
School Progress: Entered at 6 - graduated at 13.
Favorite Subject: German.
Subject Disliked: Physics.
Father's Education: 8 yrs. in Indiana Schools.
Father's Occupation: Ice Plant Workman.
Mother* s Education: 8 yrs, in Indiana Schools.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: U. of I. graduate 1. A. & S.
Vocational Ambition: Teaching.
Answers to Questionnaire.
Sunday School Days Saturdays.
Sleep {10-6)8 hrs. Sleep (10-6) 8 hrs. Sleep (10-6) 8 hrs.
Sunday School Attends Class 5 hrs. per day.Morning: House work.
Studies at sch2 M * *
home3 w
House work
Works " "2.5" " M
Crochet 1 « » " Afternoon: Crochet
Read for Bk.
Reviews.
Read Magazines,
Shopping.
Call or entertain
girl friends.
Entertain boy
Friend.
Attends Literary Society,
Movies, Theatre, Parties or
school affairs on Friday
night.
Evening: Study some-
times attend movies
or show.
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average
School Week.

At ten ti on
No. 41 (Continued) 110
Q,ui ckness
Adaptability
P ersi at ent
Sp ecial
Interests Bookish
Nature Interests
Social Capacities Cornpani ona ole
Leader
Index of individual traits

English 91 91
Algebra 97 9 2
Plane Geom.
Ancieftt Hist. 90 91
Zoology
Physiology
Domestic Sci. 88 50
German
Latin
Com. Law.
No
91
. 42.
94
111
94
90
94 94
90
Analogi es
Cause & Effect
Directi oris
Word Building
410.5
152.6
.629
46
90
93 92 93
94
90
School Grades
10th decile of 50 juniors
6th M " " n
6th w M 75 «
9th " " 80 w
Rank 7f Becile of juniors tested.
Mental Tests
Character Prompt
Resp onsible
Habit forming
Intellectual Cap. Bright
Intellectual Hab-Industrious
its and Original
Characteristics Matter of fact
Endurance
Accurate
Strength
Quickness
Adap tability
P ersi stent
General
Nature
Promp t
Resp onsible
Bright
Prompt
Irregular
Prompt
Responsible
Bright
Industrious
Original
Strength
Adaptability
Attention
Special Int.
PI exible
General
"Flexible
Social Capacities Companionable
Leader
Card
Companionabl
e
Index of Individual Traits

No. 42 112
Health: Good
Education Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana grades.
Sch »ol Progress: Entered at 6 - graduated at 14.
Home Condition of study: Not extra good.
Favorite study: German, English, Math. Science.
Subject Disliked: History.
Favorite Teachers: German, Math. Latin, Bookkeeping, One English.
Teacher Disliked: Has a grudge against jne of her English teachers,
thinks her unfair.
Father's Education: Through 9th grade.
Father* s Occupation: Tin and Sheet Metal worker.
Mother's Education: Through 9th grade.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Girl boldly declares it is
not.
Educational Ambition: University graduation - Voice culture.
Vocational Ambition: Voice Teacher or Onera singer.
Answers to Questionnaire.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep (10:30-6:30) Sleep 8 hrs. Sleep 8 hrs.
Sunday School
Dhurch
Work
Riding, Walking
Organ Recitals
Church
Company
Attends Class per day 6 hrs. Morning: House work
Studies at sch." " 2 "
" " home " " 1 "
Work " H " 1 "
Tatting " " " "
Music M " 2 H Afternoon: Company
Outdoor Ex. " " 1 Shopping, sewing Camp-
fire".
Attends choir practice on Evening: Study. Movies
Wed. night. Belings to Camp-seldom. Orpheum once ii
fire, & is active Sunday Sch. a w&ile. Theatre 6o.
and club worker.
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average
School Week.

No 43 LIS
English 94 94 94 94 92 92
Algebra 95 95
r x cu i c w c uiu * 9 B 9 *b
94
94 94 9 3to/ w
T At in 9191±j cX U 111 7 X ^ X 91 91^ X 94 94
Mod.& Med. Hist. 96 96
Mental Tests
Character Prompt
Resp onsible
Impulsi v e
Intpl 1 pctual Can&citv Bri/rht
Intellectual Hab- Industrious
its and Original
Characteristics Endurance
Accurate
Qui ckness
Adap tabili ty
A tt. ph t i nn T71 pvi V»1 p
Special Int. General
Laboratory
Social Capacities Companionable
Leader
Love of games
of physical skill
Card Catalogue of Individual T-rai ts.

No. 43.
114
Health: Good
Education Previous to Urbana High School: Grand Par* grade schools.
School Progress: Entered at 5 - graduated at 12.
Home Conditions of study: Good.
Favorite study: Household Science.
Study Disliked: None
Fathers Education: Grades of 111. schools.
Father 's Occupation: Merchant.
Mother's Education: Grades of 111. schools.
Home actively cooperating with schools: ? It must be to considerable
extent.
Educational Ambition: University graduate in Household Science.
Vocational Ambition: Teaching Household Science.
Answers to Questionnaire.
School Days Saturday
Sleep 9.5 hrs. Sleep 9.5 hrs.
Sunday
Sleep9£hrs.
Sunday School
Study.
Go walking
Organ Recital
League
Boy Company
Attends Class per day 5 hrs. Morning: House work
Studies at sch." » 2 w
Works " home H w . 30 w
Outdoor exercise " 3 "
Attends Literary or movies
on Friday night
Afternoon: Shopping
Evening: Show or
Dan c e
«
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average wk.

No. 44.
English 91 9 3 91 90
Algebra 91 62
Plane Ceora. 91 83
Ancient Hist. 92 91
Physiography 90
Botany 87
Latin 90 75 Pub. Sp . 92
Free Hand Draw. 94 96
German 78
English Hist. 91 77
Stenography 79
Typewriting 91 91
Chemistry 75
School Grades
6th decile of 50 juniors
5th " " "
10th M " 81 M
Rank 7th decile of juniors
Mental Tests
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 44. 116
Health: Good.
Educati m: Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana grades.
|
School Progress: Entered at 6 - graduated at
higher first in 1 yr.
13. Made 1st and
Home Condition of study: Good.
,
Favorite Subjects: Chemistry, History, Public Sp eaking.
Subjects Disliked: German and Languages.
1 Favorite Teacher:
Teacher Disliked : Short hand tec.cher.
Father's Education : 8th gra'ie graduate. Mechanical skill.
Father's Occupation: Hoisting Engineer.
Mother's Education : 3 yrs. in high school.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
! critieised for high standards.
Reports carefully
;
Educational Ambition: Graduation from U. of I . L. & A.
< Vocational Ambition: Elocutionist.
Snsv/ers to Questionnaire.
Sun day School Days Saturday.
:
Sleep 8.5 hrs. Sleep 8. 5 hrs. Sleep 8. 5 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
House work
Attends Glass ver day 7 hrs. Morning: House work. 1
Studies at sch. " " 1 "
" " home " " 3 "
Outdoor ex. " » 1 "
Elocution APiano " 1 "
Read & sew " » 1 "
j
Read Bk. Reviews
i Magazines .Papers.
Study
Go walicing
Attends Literary ana other
school affairs on Friday
evening.
Afternoon: Care of
clothes. Practice
music & elocution.
Evening: Visiting.
League. Church Fool around.
; Company
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average
week.

English
Algebra
Plane Geom.
Ancient Hist.
Physiology
German
Latin
Chemistry
Directi ons
Word By il ding
9 3 9 2
94 95
94 92
92 93
No. 4b
94 97
95 95
93
92
90 91
117
95
9 5 9 3
818
53
Inco.-nnlet e.
School Grades.
8th decile of 73 juniors
10th " " 80 "
Rank 9th decile of juniors
Mental Tests
Character Pr oiap t
Resp onsible
Habit forming
Intellectual Capacity Able
Intellectual Hab- Studious
its and Industrious
Characteristics Original
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Quickness
Adaptability
Attenti on
Special Int.
Persi stent
General
Bookish
Laboratory
Nature
Social Capacities Love of games
of physical
skill
Cara Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 4 5. 118
Health: Poor until 9. Good health afterward* with until this yr.
Grippe. Nervous bread down.
Education: Previous to Urbana High School; Pennsylvania till 5th
grade, Urbana grades.
School Progress: Entered at 9. Made 2 grades, graduating at 14.
Home condition of study: Good,
favorite Subjects: English, German.
Subjects Disliked: None.
Favorite Teacher: All.
Father's Education: Parochial sch. till 15 year, old.
Father's Occupation: Salesman.
Mother' 3 Education: Attended private shcool. Did 4 £rs. college
work in 2 yrs. graduating from college at 18.
Home actively cooperating with shcools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: University graduation.
Vocational Ambition: Elocution Teacher. Authoress.
Answers to Questionnaire.
School Days Saturday
Sleep 10 hrs. Sleep 10 hrs.
Sunday
Sleep 10 hrs.
Sunday School
House work
Read, Study, go
walking.
League
Reads Books.
Attends Class per day 5 hrs.
Studies at sch." " 2 "
" " home " 3 *
Works " » i "
Relaxation M " l M
Outdoor EX. " 1 "
If this girl goes out on
Friday night she attends
high school literary or
entertainments.
Morning: House work.
Afternoon: Care of
clothes. Shopping,
Visiting.
Evening;
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average wk

No. 46
119
B Directi ons
Word Building
576
36
Character Prompt
Responsible
Intellectual Hab-
its and
Chafacteri sties
Studious
Industrious
Accurate
Strength
Persi stent
School Grades
5th decile of 73 juniors
4 th " » 80
Rank 4th decile of juniors
Mental Tests.
Prompt
Responsible
Habit forming
Intellectual Capacity Bright Bright
Attention
Special interests
Social Capacities Companionable
Follower
Love of games
of physical
skill.
Studious
Industrious
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Q,ui c3-cne3s
Adaptability
P ersi stent
General
Bookish
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 46 12^
Health: Not superb. Vitality rather low - circulation poor.
Education: previous to Uroana High School:
School Progress:
favorite Subject:
Subject Disliked:
Favorite Teacher:
Teacher Disliked:
Home Condition of study: Good.
Father's Education: Medical.
Father* s Vocation: Physician.
Mother's Education: Through high school. Teacher.
Educational Ambition: College education.
Vocational Ambition: Teaching.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Answers to Questionnaire.
School Days Saturday
Sleep 8 hrs. Sleep £ hrs.
Sunday
Sleep 8 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Reading
Endeavor
Study
Attends Class per day 4 hrs. Morning: House work
Studies at sch.
" " home
Outdoor ex.
Recreation
House work
3
1
1
2
2 Afternoon: Shooting
Camp-fire, Reading.
Evening: Socials,
Study.
Calendar of Time Distribution for Average wk.

No. 47 121
.English 91 92
Algebra 91 98
Ancient Hist. 90
Latin 9 2 JO
Agriculture. 94
Analogies 332.8
Cause & Effect 191.1
Directions .303
Word Building 30
Character Promp t
Responsible
Habit forming
Intellectual Capacity Bright
Intellectual Hab- Studious
its and
Characteristics
Industr i ous
Accurate
Endurance
School Grades
3d decile of 50 sophomores
6th R " " M
1st " 87 "
4th "
Rank 3£ decile of Bophomores
Mental Tests
Prompt
Resp onfcible
Bright
Studi jus
Industrious
Accurate
Endurance
Strength
Adap tability
Attention
Social Capacites
Habi ts
Persistent Flexible
Companiona Die
Good at present
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 47.
122
Health: Has interfered with schooling.
Education: Previous to Urbana High School: Urbana grades.
School Progress:
Favorite Subjects: Math. Science, & English.
Subject Disliked: History.
favorite Teacher: Likes all teachers.
Father's Education: Grades.
father* s Occupation: Merchant.
Mother's Education: Daught school.
Home actively cooperating with schools: To the extent of its capabi
ity.
Educational Ambition:
Vocational Ambition: Teach or Nurse.
Answers to Questionnaire.
School Days Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday
Sleep 9 hrs
Sunday School
Church
Work
Goes walking
Endeavor
Church
Entertains boyi
friend
Attends Class per day 5 hrs. Morning: House work
Studfees at sch. " " 2.5 "
H 11 home" " 2
Clerks in store" " 4 "
Outdoor ex. " " 1 "
Usually goes out on Wed.
night
.
Afternoon: care of
clothes. Shopping.
Evening: Orpheum.
movi es.
Calendar of Time Distribution £?rAthe
Average school week.

1st. yr.
English 90 92
Algebra 92 98
Ancient Hist. 90 92
Civics
Physics
Physiography 92
Ge rman
Botany 92
Latin 9C 90
Free Hand Draw. 92 94
Chemistry
Spher & Solid Geom.
No. 48.
2d yr. 3d yr.
Analogies 129.5
Cause & Effect 119.
Directions 1.C89
Word Building 47
91 94
96 95
90 91
Character
Intellectual
Capacity
Intellectual Hab-
its and
Characteristics
1st
. Teacher
Prompt
Responsible
Accurate
Able
Bright
Studious
Industrious
Accurate
Strength
Quickness
95 94
94
Am. Hist. 93
95
92
93 95 94
4th yr.
93
123
92 90
38
School Grade
8
Rank 8j decile of seniors tested
10th decile of 50 seniors
6th " " "
Above ICth decile of 77 seniors
Mental Tests
2d. Teacher
Prompt
Responsible
Impulsive
Habit Forming
Bright
3d. Teacher
Prompt
Responsible
Able
Studious
Industrious
Accurate
Strength
Quickness
Adapt ability
Studious
Industrious
Accurate
Matter of fact
Strength
Quickness
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Attention Persistent Persietent Persistent
Special Int. General General General
Bookish Bookish Bookish
Laboratory
Nature
Social Capacities Companionable Companionable Companionable
Leader Leader Follower
Love of games
of
Physical Skill
Index of individual traits

No. 43
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Health: Good throughout school life.
Education previous to Urbana High School: Lasalle, Illinois.
Home condition of study: Good
Favorite study:
Study disliked:
Father's Education: Higher education. Theological.
Father's Occupation: Minister.
Mother's Education: Ninth grade.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Education Ambition: University Graduation.
Vocational Ambition: Domestic Science Teaching.
Answers to Questionnaire
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep (10-?) 9 hrs. Sleep (1C-7) 9 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Attends class per day 4 hrs. Morning: House-
Studies at sch." 3 " work.
" home " "3.5
Works " " " " 2 " Afternoon: Camp-
Out door exercise " 1 • fire, shopping,
Extra sch. activities 5 " sewing, calling,
House Work
study
.
Reading for
Bk. Reviews.
Evening: talking,
visiting with mem-
bers of the family.
Walking
Young Peoples
Meet ing
Calendar of time Distribution of Average Sch. Fit,
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English 94 9 5
Algebra 98 98
Ancient Hist. 90 91
Physiography 94
Latin 94 94
Plany Geom.
Analogies 194.5
Cause & Effect 101.9
Directions .746
Word Building 26
94
90
School Grades
8th decile of 50 sophomores
9 th " " « •»
II II It Qfy n
4th n "
Rank 7-g- decile of sophomores
Mental Tests.

No. 49
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Health: Excellent until nervous break down in high school following
a siege of ptomaine poisoning.
Education; Previous to Upbana High School: Birds, Janesville Marsh-,field, Hemming. '
School Progress: Entered at 5 - graduated at 13. Mt.de 2 grades in
1 year.
Home Condition of study: Moderately good. Preacher's home, numerous
callers - no private room for study.
Favorite subject: Math, is easy.
Subject Disliked: History is difficult.
Favorite Teachers: Like them all.
Father »s Education: Attended grade schools. Made his own way from
early childhood.
Father's Occupation: Minister.
Mothers Education: College, within two years of graduation in musicBookkeeping on the side.
Home actibely cooperating with the schools: Yes.
Educational Atobition: As far as health will permit.
Vocational Ambition: Teach.
Answers to Questionnaire.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep 10 hra. Sleep 10 hrs. Sleep 10 hrs.
Sunday School Attends Class per day 4 hrs. Morning: OsteopathicChurch Studies at sch. H " 2 Treatment. House
"hofte " 2 " work.House work Works " " " "2 "
Outdoor ex *• M 2 5 M
Go walking-Bead Afternoon: Care of
Bias. & Magazines. >T clothes.
Attend Recitals at Not generally out of evenings.
Audi torium.
Church
Play Piano & sing.
Calendar of Time Distribution for Average week.
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English
Al gebra
Plane Geom.
American Hist.
Physics.
Civics
Ancient Hist.
Physiology
Physiography
Latin
^ree Hand Draw.
Analogies
Cause & Effect
Directi ons
Tford Building
Character
91 93
97 98
92 93
85
92 93
92 96
96.1
74.7
590
46
Prompt
Resp onsible
Intellectual Capacity Able
Intellectual Hab-
its and
Characteri sties
Attention
Impulsive
Studi ous
Original
Accurate
Strength
Quickness
Adaptability
Persistent
Special interests General
Booki sh
96 96
96
96 96
96 96 95
94
86
96
90
98 98
School Grades
10th decile of 50 seniors
8th " " "
1st " mm n
Rank 6 1/3 decile of seniors
Mental Tests
Prompt Prompt
Responsible Responsible
Habit forming H&bit forming
Power
Bright
Impulsive
Studious
Original
Accurate
Strength
Qui ckness
Adaptability
P ower
Able
Bright
Industrious
Studious
Original
Accurate
Strength
Persistent
General
Bookish
Laboratory
Card Catalogue of Individual Traits.

No. 50. 129
Health: Nervous break down when a sophomore.
Education: Previous to Urbana High School: Lasalle, 111.
Home Condition of study: Good.
Study Disliked: Physics
Father's Education: Higher Education.
Father's Occupation: Minister.
Mother's Education: Ninth grade.
Home actively cooperating with schools: Yes.
Educational Ambition: Training for her chosen work.
Vocational Ambition: Missionary - Nurse.
Answers to Questionnaire.
Sunday School Days Saturday
Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs. Sleep 9 hrs.
Sunday School
Church
Attends Class per day 5 hrs. Morning: House work
Studies at sch. " " 2 "
" home " w 3 "
House work Works S " " "2 "
Out door activities" 1 "
Reading for Bk.
Report.
Extra sch. " .30 Afternoon: Reading
at Library. Shop-
ping. Campfire.
Goes walking
Attends Young
Peoples' Meeting.
Evenings: Visit with
family.
Calendar of Time Distribution of Average wk.

(75' ) Girls - Conditions favorable ( +-) or unfavorable (— ) to
success in each case.
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No. of
case.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
lb.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
Heal th
4
4
4
4
t
Home Disc. Men* Goc,
tality. Life
+ - 4
4 -
4 -
4 +
x -
+
t
4
4
+
4
4-
4-
Gch.
Prog,
4
f
4
4
4
-f
4
f
-r
4
+
4
Kd. Aim.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4-
4
4
4
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(75^) Girls - Condition favoraole (4.) or unf< vo ruble (_) to success
in each case.
No. of
case
1.
2.
3.
4,
5,
6.
7.
ft.
9.
10.
11 .
1?.
13.
14.
15.
: 6.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21,
22.
23.
24.
Vocation- Char- Dislike Dislike Home Parents Hrs. of
T q i vn not pt* n f*U 1 lrau j. — u u cjy
t etcher t i on Vi i /*Vi pr
f r "Ed
4 4 — — 4 — 3
t 4 — + f — 5
— 4 — 4 — — 3. 5
t 4 4 + 41T 4 4 — — 4
— — —
+
— 4 5
—
-* 4 4 3
t
~" 4 — — 3
4 14 *™ 4 4 — 4
4 4 — — i
MM 4 f 4 — 2
mm —
*
— 4 — 3
4 — — — 5
—
—
— — 2. 5
+ — 4 — 3
4 4 — — 3
1
T 4 4 — — 4. 54 — ~ 4 — — 4
4 4 1 4 4 6
i \ .5
i
5
? 1
t
t 4- 4
3_
Av. 3.
5
Summary of points gained from investigation of cases 1-25

No. of Home Mentali- Social^School] School Education-
case DisciiD- ty Life Life / Prog. al aim
line 567-8910 v '
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(90^-) Girls - Conditions favorable (_) or unfavorable (_) to
success in each case.
Health
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
36.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45,
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
ft
t
+
•ft
+
+
+
ft
4
+
*
t
I
I
f
<
I
A
[
+
+
ft
If
X
*
-r
*
\
V
k
t
X
t
1
4
+
+
+
+
+
+
t
+
•V
•t
+
I
I
1
I
1
I
t
•ft
t
+
t
+
4
t
i
t-
t
i
l
+
+
+
t
+
t
t
+
ft
-t
+
t
»
t
v
+
ft
I
I
1
I
t
ft-
t4
4
+
t
I
4-
4-
+
4
+
ft
f-
ft
t
f i
I
No. of Vocation- Char-
case al aim acter
( Continued)
Dislike Dislike Home tra- Parents Hrs.
of sub- of teach- dition Ed. grades of
ject er for Ed. higher study
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
33 .
32.
33.
34.
35.
56.
87.
38.
o9 .
40
41.
4?.
43.
44.
45,
46.
47
48.
49 .
50
.
1t •r iT 4
4 — —
* 4 — MB 4 t
4 t 4 4 4
4 4 4 4 4
4 4 t" 4 4
4 \ 4 —
4 t t 4 —
4 t 4
4 4 4 1
4 i 1 4
T 4 * 1 4
4 i t 4
4 I 4 4
1
1 t 4
1
t 1
h t 1
4 Hi i i
1
1 1 t I
4 + t 4
4
I 1 »
t t t
f 4
I
\
\ 1 { \ \
4 «-
j i
4 + t
4
3
4
3
3.5
4
6 -
4.5
5
5.5
6
5.5
5
3
3
5
5
5
4
5
4
4.5
6.5
4
6
JL_
Av. 4.5
Summary of points gained from investigation of cases 25 - 50.

1 A
Description of Caseo of
Girls having grades be low 75% in several subject s .
No. 1. Her mother died when she was about eight years old. ^he
father who thought he was incapable of taking care of the child-
ren without the mother, T)ut them in an orphan's asylum. The girl
was in the asylum three years 9 - 12. At the end of this time
the father re-married and took the children home. The girl dis-
liked her step-mother; she left home and has made her way ever
since. At present she is emt)loyed in the home of a professor
where she spends on an average of 4 hours per day at work. Only
one other girl of the 50 studied, works 4 hours per day. Mo. 1
studies 3 hours per day and spends 1 tiour in reading. Her health
is good, her social life wholesome, her educional and vocational
aims marked and high, her character good. Her parents received
only grade school training. Her grades average 75-. They are
reduced to a low mark by her failure in two branches, algebra and
ancient history. She dislikes algebra and the algebra teacher
but is apt at mathmematics as she meets it in commercial course.
Her guardian told me of the girl's excellent success as a sales-
lady, which brought about rapid promotion on an occasion when she
tried out clerking. Her first day in the store began in the base-
ment and ended on the main floor as manager of the cash register.
Her ease at rapid and accurate calculations in an unpracticed
field would not indicate inability to cope with mathematics. Her
failure in algebra is perhaps not due to inability but rather to
some prejudice against the subject or teacher. A sympathetic
adviser or teacher might have removed the cause of failure by giv-
ing

the girl encouragement and backing which she lacks. lv5D
No. 2. A nervous wreck according to her mother's statement, since
her father's death which occurred before her birth. The mother
is interested in advancing the girl along educational lines.
The girl has high educational and vocational ambitions which she
will probably never attain. She spends 5 hours per day trying
to study. Her social life is limited to Church. She takes no
active part in school activities and seems foreign to the inter-
ests of the school body and young neople. She has worn glasses
since the 6th grade. The average of her grades is 65.5$.
The cause of her failure seems to be a disjointed nervous
system and a morbid state of mind due to the home's constant
avowal of the fact that she was born a nervous wreck. Doubtless
the home environment and the repeated school failures are the
very worst nossible treatment the girl can receive. She would
orofit by individual help or supervision of study by some r»erson
capable of quieting her fears and inducing normal healthy mental
action. A school advieer, to the home would probably be kindly
received and the statements which aggravate the girl's morbidity
could be stopped. An avocational or recreational guide might do
much to turn the girls towards the wholesome, envigorating, self-
reliant activities. Unless some such steps as these are taken the
school is at a dead loss in attempting this girl*s further educa-
tion. Unless some such steps are taken the girl will continue to
fall short of her possible happiness and usefulness to society.
No. 3. Mental inability to cope with high school work is indi-
cated in this case. The average of all school grades is 64.5.
All grades except one (84) in typewriting are 70-. Until this
winter when she had diphtheria and waa left with heart trouble,
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the girl had good health. Her eyes gave her trouble in the grades
but are all right now. The home is comfortable and has plenty of
money to spend apparently. The girl and parents are go jd friends.
There is a set of student boarders in the house who are encouraged
by the indulgent attitude of the family in rough, noisy and alto-
gether unscholasti c behavior. The atmosphere thus created is not
a wholesome one for study. The chief amusement of the family
sesms to be the moving pictures and various shows. Tne girl usu-
ally attends the movies twice a week besides Saturday night, with
bov friends or neighbor girls. Her ambition does not lie in the
line of high school graduation. She has in mind Brown 1 s Business
College. She would like either to become a stenographer or a
musician. A girl of this mental stripe and with the home backing
just described is going to make out little progress in corapetion
with the brighter, and better supported, home inspired students,
who make up a large portion of the high school. A closer examin-
ation of the elementary school record of this girl, and a recog-
nition on the part of some agent of the school of the lack of ed-
ucational support which the home might afford ought to have ad-
vised her along other educational lines than those which the high
school, as at presence organized,, affords.
NO. 4. Has an interesting school grade record. She is evidently
able to rank among the (90fc) students; her record shows nine
grades which reach 90 or above contrary to this evidence of abil-
ity is her rank of l£ among seniors in the mental tests. The
average of her passing grades is 81%. Failures occur seven times
and in five different subjects, including English, Algebra, Plane
Geometry, German and Latin. Civics and Botany also receive low
grades. The average of the failing grades is 68%. Low and high

grades averaged give a mark of 74.5^ a a the girl's rank by grades.
Health has played some part in pulling down this girl's grades;
she has throat trouble each winter and has had some difficulty
with her eyes. But a more prominent cause of failure appears to
be a carelessness for all around success. The girl is predomin-
antly interested in domestic science; she takes an active part
in the house work at home and her educational and vocational am-
bitions lie in the domestic sruere. Tne girl's mother is a grad-
uate of Illinois University and her father attended high school
until the 4th year. The home is weli to do and tastes of luxury
and eE.se. The school has one of two possible methods of treat-
ment of a case such as this. 1. Stimulate the girl up to the 81$
average and hold her steadily at her best effort. This is per-
haps the most difficult task which presents itself to the school,
namely to energise and inspire the child of ease and contentment.
Through supervised study and direct personal contact of the in-
spired teacher with the dormant interests of the pupil ihe feat
seems possible. Certainly the task is not more difficult nor so
futile as the one commonly in vogue of carrying the contented,
dormant, satisfied pupil along with the eager, curious, deter-
mined one, with no better method of attempting to keep up the
standard of success than that of handing out failures to the slow.
One would not hitch an ox and an Arabian horse together and ex-
pect to keep the single-trees even. Again when one is driving
oxen he expects to use some kind of a go-, d to keep them going.
Another method of treatment of a case like this is to discover
the subjects which make the strongest appeal to the individual
and proceed from these to broader interests.

No. 5. Is at present out of school on accoutn of ill health. Che
associates with a gc;ng of girls who are any thing "but scholatic
in their interests. The home traditions of educttion are not
such as to encourage further school progress. The parents edu-
cation is limited to the grades. The girl appeared dull and crosa.
while we were talking together a disturbance occurred in the next
room. The girl sprang up and slammed the door petulantly. She
seems too undisciplined and unstrung to succeed well in school.
No. 6. A social butterfly, careless, shiftless, lazy, irregular,
dull, so characterized by the card index of individual traits.
To me she appeared bright neat and attractive, but short sighted,
narrow contracted, interested in the boys and in social affairs,
but in not much else. Her home affords all comforts and appar-
ently approves of the girl's course of proceedings. The average
of her scho jl grades is 72.9$. Failures are distributed to five
different subjects. The cause of her failure is probably a
limited mentality, and that all turned to society. To mind is
left for study. The father has a physician's education, the
mother spent two years in high school.
No. 7. Pronounced dull of intellect. Appears rather poverty
stricken in intellect and physically worn out. Her parents took
each some high school training. They are anxious for the girl
to complete high school. The girl does not live at home but stays
in town to go to school. She works her way in part. She does
not seem to be in very comfortable quarters. Lung fever in the
fifth grade weakened her physically and retarded her school work;
however, she graduated at 14. Her interest seems stronger at
present in a business course than in pursuit of academic subjects.
The only interests she betrayed were the business course and a

certain boy. ohe needs to be drawn into the social activities%
the school. Her general interests need to be broadene: by direct-
ion of choice of subjects.
No. 8. Has inferior health; a social life empty of in3Diration
;
is retarded in school; is not enthusiastic about her future
schooling or vocation; dislikes algebra in which she failed; her
parents are grade scho a products; there seems to be little tra-
dition in the ho:ie for higher education. The girl appears dull
and laay and stupified with cold and throat affection. The aver-
age of her school grades is 70#- omitting the algebra grades her
average is 82-. Her average rank among sophomores mentally tested
is 6.5 decile. With this mentality she would probably succeed
if her health permitted regular attendance and steady work.
No. 9. Including a failure in German this girls grades average
80.4. Without the German grade her average is 82-. Her rank in
the mental tests is 5f- decile of sopnomores tested. She is care-
less about her work and given to fun and frolic rather than
3tudiousness. She lacks home backing. Her failure in algebra
occurred just following the death of both parents when she was
in a disturbed unsettled state of mind. Her failure in domesLic
science is probably partly attributable to the fact that she has
little confidence in the course as it is taught in the high school.
She needs close friendship and personal council from her teachers
or some agency of the school.
No. 10. Pails in everything but English. She studies only about
f- of an hour per day. Her waste time amounts to 5 hours per day.
Her social life is sufficiently bright to furnish relaxation but
she takes no part in school activities or other such constructive
social work. Her chief entertainment is taken in shows and at

ttie movies. She has good health. She impresses one as capable
Of being sullen, stubborn, anx not confiding. This impression is
strengthened by the conflicting evidence of the card catalogue
of individual traits in which one teacher give these characteris-
tics: prompt, responsible, studious, accurate, persistent in atten-
tion. Another teacher calls her c.-reless, shiftless, lazy, irreg-
ular, wandering in attention. Both call her companionable and a
leader. Lack of order in the home is probably the ensue of much
of her wasted time. The education of the parents and the home
tradition is not in favor of continuance of the girl in school.
Her vocational choice is nursing, for which she does not consider
high school training necessary. Her average rank in mental tests
is 3 l/3 decile of sophomores tested.
No. 11. The cause of her failure is probaoly a lack of home sup-
port and ins-oi rati on. The parents attained each to 5th grade
education. The home is poverty stricken and lacking in comfort
and beauty. There is a large family seemingly controlled by brute
force. The girl helps to keep younger members of the family with-
in bounds by threats and blows. There is no social life beyond
the Church. The school is foreign to the girl except on its
scholastic side. She is interested in becoming a stenographer for
which she wishes to take a business course rather than to continue
in high school. The school adviser would probably do good in
this case. Because of the girls economic need the school should
offer her the business training she wants equivalent to (Brown's
Business College); at the same time it should through continuation
schools offer her the cultural subjects exp cially those which
will raise her standard of home life and give her a broader social
interest
.
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No. 12. Home discipline is very "bad in this cu3e. Kvery sort
of luxury is provided but mother and father both have thrown up
their hands in despair at their inability to persuade the girl to
remain in school. The mother goes on in hysterical manner about
the way in which the girl is breaking her father's heart by not
trying to take advantage of the rich opportunities for education
which he has placed at her disposal. The girl hates high school
and says the teachers hate her. She io leading a butterfly
social life, out with boy company to dances, theatricals, movies,
several nights each week. Saturday and Sunday afternoon are de-
voted to company and amusements also, and after school hours as
well. The girl's mother quite' high school when witnin 3 months
of graduation because of trouble which she had with her rhetoric
teacher. Mother and daughter alike are high strung and nervous.
The girl ranks 1 1/3 decile among freshmen, indicating little
ability to carry on school work. If the girl's social life
could be regulated her school work would probably keep above the
75 mark. Rather than continue the useless process of attempting
to educate the social butterfly the school ought to strive
through parent teacher associations to secure control of the
social activities of such girls. The school adviser might do
good in this case by securing closer cooperation between home
and school and by suggesting a better form of home discipline.
Supervision of study or some 3ort of individual teaching would
probably be necessary to keep the girl bove board.
No. 13. The cause of this girl's stopping school, according to
her statement is that the distance is too great to walk ( 4 miles
per day). It injures her health. Perhaps a more real cause is
the lack of tradition for learning in the home. The father at-

tended grade schools only a short time. The mother urobably dii
^
not attend school at all, the answer to the inquiry concerning
mother's education was this: "I .lust don't know". The mother
overheard question ana answer but said nothing. The girl likes
to sew much better than to go to school. Perhaps the school is
attempting an\ unwise thing
--/hen it trirs to force Latin upon
a motor minded girl who comes from a h )me that has no educational
tradition. A domestic science curriculum would seem better ad-
apted to the needs of the girl and to probable anproval and
support by the parents.
No. 14. One very evident cause of failure in this case is the
poor discipline of the home. The parents though well intentioned
are completely thwarted in their hopes and ambitions for the
girl. ohe is a social butterfly. Is away from home almost every
night, also from 3-6 P. M. when she goes with girl friends to
the confectionary store movies, or walking. "She wears out every
spring and becomes nervous? is the statement of her mother.
She would doubtless marry a certain school boy at once if the
parents did not oppose it strenuously. Her mind is not scholas-
tically inclined at present.
No. 15. Had poor health in the first three years of high school.
Her social life connected with school activities is wholesome but
she is active in several other lines also. She is out several
nights through the week to movies, dances, shows, etc. Extreme
social activity seems to be responsible for her school failure.
Her mother did not complete high school oy one year. One of her
teachers calls her bright out over taxed socially.
No. 16. A girl of average intellectual capacity in the opinion
of her teachers and in the light of the mental tests. She has
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been suffering for two yeara with apnendicitus until an operation
performed during Chrifltman hoilidayo relieved the difficulty.
Her hone life is one of ease. Her parents are Limited to grade
school education. She says she aims to finish high school and
then enter a girls school at Berea Ohio where she wants to take
China Painting and Music. The latter educational aim predomin-
ates over the former in her interests evidently. The cause of
her lack of school success is probably the combination of average
intellect, ill health, and ease at nome.
No. 17. The home lacks a tradition for education. The purpose
in holding the children in school seems to be to prepare them
for economic independence. The girl's elder brother went as far
as the third year in high school when he stopped school to accept
a position in a drug store. The girl is herself anxious to take
a course in Brown's Business College and to secure work as a
stenographer. Econs.oic pressure and the lack of home oacking
are probaDly responsible for the girl's failure in several sub-
jects. There is a real or imagined difficulty with mathematical
subjects evidenced by her failure in ^l<;ebra and in Plane Geome-
try. In two cases she was able however to raise her grade, from
68 - 84 in algebra, and fom 73 - 91 in Geometry. This girl needs
the sympathetic advice and friendship of some agent in the high
school who can inspire her with academic interests which her
home lacks. The high school should furnish her the vocational
training which she needs.
No. 18. Is a sister to No. 17. She is a careless reckless fun
loving child, quite different from her older sister who seems
dutiful and responsible. She recklessly declares she doesn't care
for high school, does'nt care for music, does'nt like housework.

YU
She goes to school just because her father makes her go, she says.
Only one tiling she likes to do is to take care of little children.
She thinks she would enjoy working in a kindergarten or nurserie.
Evidently the girl needs home discipline, which the home cannot
give. The mother seems busy with many care3 and over- burdened
with work so that she has no time to be a companion to these two
needy girls. The policy of the home is to forbid moving oictures
and other amusements such as are commonly enjoyed by high school
girls. My opinion is that the younger girl is especially in great
need of some all absorbing social activities. The recreational
guide of a school could help the girl by guiding her into whole-
some sports and literary activities which would give her something
she could'nt help caring for, and imorove her sense of social
responsibility. ;he needs to be made responsible.
No. 19. This girl is favored by good health, good home discipline,
by a home tradition which favors higher education, by the higher
education of both parents. Her school grades previous to Urbana
high school were, averaged, 85*. Her school grades in Urbana
high school average 70*. The former average was made in a school
of which her father was sup erintendant
. The teachers either
favored the superintendent's daughter or the sjchool had a more
liberal system of grading than has Urbana High. The card index
of individual traits characterizes the girl as: dull, careless,
irregular, possessing bad habits. Upon talking with her one gets
the impression of density, recklessness, and childishness. Her
averaged rank in mental tests is 3 i decile of sophomores. This
indicates a low mental equioment.
No. 80. Ill health has marked her entire school course. This
is her record: 1st grade, serious blood poisoning; 2nd grade,

" R5~
broken arm; 3rd grade, pleurisy; 4th gra'ie sc;.rlet fever; 7th
grade, eyes gave trouble; Highschool, nervous breakdown. Ihis
girl is pretty heavily taxed with social life and a long walk to
school. She plans to attend a private academy* xhe home tradi-
tion of learning and the education of the parents favors school
failure. Her rank in mental tests is 4th decile of freshmen
tested. This mentality combined with ill health is perhaps res-
ponsible for her low grades.
No. 21. This girl's failure occurs in those subjects which require
perhaps the greatest effort of any subjects in the curriculum,
namely Latin, Chemistry, German Plane Geometry, and Algebra.
Her grades do not indicate lack of mental ability. Her character
sketch indicates shifties sness and irregularity, as the cause
of poor work. One's impression of her is that she is constitu-
tionally lazy. Her work might oe improved by compulsory physical
exercise of some kind and compulsory participation in school
activities aside from scholastic pursuits.
No. 22. Possesses a quick temper which quickly gets her into
trouble with her instructors. A falling out with her Algebra
teacher lost her her grade in that course. She leads a rather
undisciplined social life and has a general reputation for an
incorrigible disposition. Her home discipline has been such
as to make her completely unyielding to any other will than her-
self. She will probably never submit to authority to a sufficient
extent to succeed in school. It is possible a careful choice of
books for her leisure reading might best serve to raise her
ideals of action and teach her some valuable life lessons.
Teachers need to be aware of her disposition previous to crossing
it, so that irritation of her temper may be avoided and the best
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No. 23. Is characterized by one teacher as a good, slow girl,
stoop whouldered, narrow chested, and frail, proboly tubercular.
The parents had no more than grade school training. The girl's
older sisters rebelled at high school education. Each o* her
sisters took two years special training in the University, pre-
paratory to house keeping. They are both excellent housrkeeoers
.
The traditions of the family do not favor academic pursuits but
rather practical activities. The girl's social life centers
about the home and family. She helns to keep the house immacu-
lately clean. She takes no part in social activities of school
or Church. She is interested in floriculture and in drawing and
has been advised that she might combine the two in landscape
gardening. The school would probably best serve her need by
equiping her for this chosen vocation. It should first improve
her health. College preparatory subjects such as Latink Algebra,
etc. will probably be wasted on this girl.
No. 24. Fails because of ill health (weak lungs) and incompatible
disposition; dislikes algebra teacher and principal ; hates the
subjects (Latin and Cncient History) in which -he fails. She
is not physically able to be in school. One teacher thinks her
mentally unable to cone with high school tasks. She seems to be
interested in music and is anxious to take orivate lessons. Her
vocational ambition is to teach music.
Girls having all grades above 90%,
The typical girl of this group is quite different from the
typical girl of the former group. She is strong physically and
has been so throughout her school career. She is characterized
by her teachers as prompt, responsible, able, industrious, accu-
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rate, strong of intellect, persistent in attention, posnessed of
general interests, fond of outdoor games of physical skill. She
is taking some active t>. rt in school affairs, Church i ff,.irs, or
club life, such as ( camn fire.£ She has a strong and definite
educational aim and a similar strong and definite vocational aim.
She is headed for University graduation. Her home has tradition
for education shown by the attainments of older orothers and sis-
ters and by its educational ambition for her. The parents have
high school education and in most cases college education. The
home discipline is good, in most cases excellent. There is
sympathetic cooperation between parents and daughter and in all
save one case a common ambition for the girl's education and a
common active interest in matters of public concern. Stenography
does not appear as the vocational aim o^ any of these girls nor
a Business Course as an educational aim. In the average of mental
tests the girls of 90# and above fall chiefly in the 8th, 9th, 10th,
7th, 6th, or 5th deciles of their respective classes while girls
of 75# .nd below range 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, decile in their respective
classes.
Numbers 25,27,28,29,30,53,34,35,36,38,39,41,44, and 48, con-
form ouite closely to the type just described. There are a few
exceptions, for instance:
No. 26: Was out of school three years in the grades with ill
health; however, she graduate on time. Her home lacks the tra-
dition for education, her parents received only grade school
training. The girl impresses one as a persm who would be very
steady and precise in her work and in her thinking. Her average
rank in mental tests is high (9 2/3 decile of Juniors tested.)
Industry and mentality overcome difficulty in this case.

_No. 31. Lacks the support of educated parents. Her social life
is rather limited, her economic status rather poor (she must raaice
her own way through college) ; the home is rather an unhappy one,
due to the insanity of the father. The low economic statur of
the home necessitates the presence of some rather disagreeable
student roomers. In mental tests the girl ranks 8 1/3 decile of
seniors tested. Mentality and a determination to win out, due to
the self responsibility which is forced unon her are perhaps
reasons for her success.
No. 37. Has been aenemic and was caused a spell of sickness
through nervousness upon entering high school. The girl had had
private tutoring previous to high school and had never been used
to mixing with other children. She has grown up like a princes
surrounded with culture and beauty. Her love of nature, music
and art, has been carefully cultivated. Her playmates have been
carefully selected. Her parents have spent much time in compan-
ionship and play life with the children. She is ambitious to
become an architect and aims to go abroad for the study of the
same. Though the girl's health is a retarding factor every ^re-
caution is taken to shield her and to help her outgrow her malady.
The constructive educational forces of the home far over compensate
this hindering factor and give the girl in comparison with most
of the girls of the (75#-) class a very favorable chance at school
success.
No. 42. Her parents are not educated beyond the eighth grade.
The lack of higher education seems to be compensated however by a
rather unusual ambition for the great success of the children.
The girl* s rank among seniors tested is 8£ decile.
No. 43. The parents' education is limited to the grades. The girl
I
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is exceptionally spirited and active socially and in 3ports.
She impresses one as a person who could do quickly nd successfully
anything she undertook.
No. 4b. Had poor health until nine years old. Again this year
she experienced a nervous breakdown. She studies about five
hours per day. She has ambition to become an authoress or an el-
ocutionist. Her rank among Juniors mentally tested is 9th decile.
A girl of inferior mentality and less ambition would probably
have failed in school had she this girls record of ill health.
No. 47. Ranks 3 l/3 decile among sophomores tested for mental
ability (The test is prooably not quite as high as it should be.
Mr. Miller noted a disturbing factor which perhaps affected the
results.) The home discipline is not as good as it might "be.
There is complete surrender on the part of the h>me to a policy
of excessive social life. The girls are turned loose to go with
most any boy they can catch and as often as they can catch them.
Dates are their chief ambition. The girl is very industrious, is
ambitious to become a teacher, and holds high standards of personal
success. The girl's work and life have oeen strongly influenced
in an upward direction by a lady who took a keen interest in her
for a number of years. The woman was a.nbitious and cultured.
The girl acted as her secretary for some time and was doubtless
greatly benefited oj the contact.
No. 50. Experienced a nervous break down when a sophomore
. She
has been retarded somewhat by the illneso, but all otaer influences
are favorable to her success.
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Chapter I v.
Conclusions
1. High school success is favored by good health, goad home
discipline, average or superior mental ability, an active whole-
some socio 1 life, absence of retardation, University graduation
as an educational aim, a definite and high vocational aim, by
good character, by the existence of good feeling between pupil
and teachers, by a home tradition which is in sympathy with
'Schools and by hi.^h school or higher education of the parents.
2. High school failure is attended by the opposites of the
factors just mentioned as ft vorable to success. *n educational
aim which falls short of high school graduation or is content
with high school graduation goes along with poor grades. I'he
vocational aim of stenography is often attendant upon failure in
high school.
3. Ambition and industry "win out" over adverse circumstances.
4. Ill health figured in 16 of the 24 cases of failures studied.
5. Poor home discipline occurs in 9 of 24 homes of failing
girls which were visited.
6. 13 of 24 failing girls rank between 1st and 4th decile in
the mental tests of their respective classes.
7. The social life of 21 of the 24 failing girls is empty of
constructive activity. It is either too limited to afford whole-
some recreation, or it is overcrawded with movies, shows, and
"dates". In the latter case a girl may be spending most of her
time in amusements which are anti-3ocicJl to the point, of being
clandestine. Her amusements are of the commercial type such as
"movies", shows, in which there is nothing select, and in which
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vulgar, public, commer eiali zed en t ert airmen t is dinned in unon
the individual.
8. In 15 of 23 cases of failure.; studied the home is deficient
in traditions for education.
9. In 19 of 24 cases of failures studied the parents are lim-
ited to grade-school education.
10. "Fourteen expressions occur among 24 of the (90; ) girls
studied, of dislike for certain courses.
11. Twenty expressions occur among 24 of the (75v-) girls
studied, of dislike for certain courses.
12. Seven expressions occur among ;:5 of the (90 c ;*) girls studied
,
of dislike for certain teachers.
13. Eight expressions occur among 24 of the (75^-) girls studied,
of dislike for certain teachers.
14. Dislike for certain teachers is found among high school
girls of both extremes (7 5^-) and {90%+).
15. The high school teaches subjects to many -pupils which are
disU^teful to Lhem as evidenced by 14 of (90^4-) and 20 of )75^-)
girls who expressed a dislike for Darticular subj- cts. 34 of 50
are taking some subjects with which they are out of sympathy.
But the difference her uetween succeeding and failing pupils are
decidedly fewer than might have been expected.
16. The (90/4+) girls spend on an average near 4.5 hours studying
per day. The (75^-) gilrs spend on an average of 3.5 hours
studying per day.
17. Usually a girl's prospect of success or failure in high
school may be judged to be correctly surmised when the following
points concerning her are known: health, home discipline, social
habits, mentality, vocational aim, parents education.
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18. For the sake of economy i.nd efficiency the school should
Know these points before it undertakes the girl's education. The
school shoulc know each pupils previous school record as well as
the afore mentioned facts or conditions.
19. Girls of the (75$-) class are especially in need of educa-
tion it must supply factors which their homes cannot furnish.
In other words it has through some agency to act as parents to
the girls. This is especially necessary in schools such as Urbana
high which are predominantly academic in their curriculum. The
chasm between the home tradition of education and the acdemic
curriculum is often too great to be successfully crossed oy girls
who lack a great vision of education.
20. Progressive active cooperation between the homes of the
(75/y-) girls and the Urbana high school is not attained by any
agency at present.
21. If the 3.5 hours (average spent in study per day by 75$-
girls) were spent under supervision of the school, failures would
probaoly be reduced to the minimum or eliminated.
/
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